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The present t hes i s e n t i t l e d ** On c e r t a i n proliLems In 
the theory of Riemann Summahility of an I n f i n i t e Ser ies " 
embodies the resu l t of my researches which I have been doing 
since March, 1966 at the Aligarh Muslim Univers i ty , Aligarh» 
The work has been done under the esteemed guidance and 
supervision of Dr . S.M.Mazhar, M.Sc., D.Phil ( ia iahabad) , 
Header in Mathematics, Aligarh Mud.im Universi ty , Aligarh. 
The t h e s i s cons i s t s of e i ^ t chapters . In t t e f i r s t 
Chapter we give a r^siml of the h i the r to known r e s u l t s which 
have interconnections with our i nves t i ga t i ons . Chapter I I i s 
concerned with the study of t te r e l a t i on between Harmonic 
sumraability and Riemann summability, while Chapter I I I dea l s 
with a r e l a t ion between Harmonic summability and Riemann -
Cesaro summability. Chapter IV i s devoted to tlB study of 
Riemann - Riesz summability. In Chapter V a new method of 
summability has been introduced and a general theorem concerning 
the new method of summability has been e s t ab l i shed . Chapter VI 
conta ins three theorems on summability ( K , l , o ( ) . Chapter VII 
and VIII contain ce r ta in subsidiary mat ters — Chapter VII i s 
« 
concerned withn |C,c<|j, summability of a Power s e r i e s , 
while Chapter VIII dea ls with the study of absolute sumraability 
f a c t o r s of Fourier s e r i e s . Towards the end, we give a f a i r l y 
extensive bibliography of various publ ica t ions which have been 
re fe r red to in the present t h e s i s . 
- l i -
l t may be mentioned here tha t a ma^or por t ion of the 
t h e s i s , presented i n the f o m of papers, has been comm-unicated 
f o r publ icat ion in various mathematical jou rna l s . The abs t rac t 
of one of them has already appeared in the Notices of the 
American Mathematical Society while several o ther research 
papers have been read a t the Annual Conferences of the Indian 
Mathematical Society and the Indian Science Congress Association, 
I t i s with deep sense of grat i tude that I take t h i s 
opportunity of acknowledging my indebtedness to Dr . MazhaP fo r 
h i s most Valuable guidance, kirrf. advice and very generous 
encouragement throughout the preparat ion of t h i s t h e s i s . 
I thatifc Head of the department of Mathematics and 
S t a t i s t i c s f o r providing me the necessary f a c i l i t i e s f o r 
doing research • 
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INTBODUCTION 
1 . 1 The present t hes i s i s based on ce r t a in i n v e s t i -
ga t ions of the author in to the theory of Riemann SmnmaMlity 
and some other methods of suramability c lose ly associated 
with i t . Before giving a vesmie of the e a r l i e r researches, 
i n the l i g h t of which various r e s u l t s have been obtained 
by the author, i t seems des i rable to s ta te here d e f i n i t i o n s 
and nota t ions which wi l l be required in the sequel . 
1 .2 Some of the most f ami l i a r methods of summability 
with which we shal l be concerned i n the sequel, are those 
t ha t are associated with the names of Abel, Cesaro, Riesz, 
Riemann and Norlund. I t may, however be mentiobed that 
a l l these methods can be derived from two basic general 
processes which are termed as 
( i ) T - processes $ 
( i i ) 0 - processes . 
T-methods are based on the formation of an aux i l i a ry 
sequence ^tjj"^ , defined by the sequence-to-sequence 
transformation s 
( 1 .2 .1 ) tm = 2 ^m,n Sn (m = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . ) , 
n ' 
where s^ i s the n-th p a r t i a l sum of a given s e r i e s 2 a^ • 
The matrix | | T | | = ( C^ j^ ^^  ) i n which i s the element 
i n the mrth row and n-^th column, i s usual ly cal led the 
matrix of T. 
The 0 -methods are based -upon the formation of a 
funct ional transformation t(x) defined by a ^quence- to-
funct ion transformation : 
(1 .2 .2 ) tCx) = I 0n(x) 
n 
or , more gerera l ly , by the i n t e g r a l t ransformation : 
oo 
(1 .2 .3 ) t (x ) =r J 0(x ,y) s(y) dy , 
o 
where x i s a continuous parameter and the funct ion ^^(x) 
[ or 0 (x ,y ) ] i s defined over a suitable i n t e rva l of x 
C or X and y 3. 
A se r ies 2 a^j or the sequence i s s a i d to be 
convergent to the sum s, i f 
lim Sn = s . 
oo 
By analogy, a se r i es 2 a^ i s s a i d to be summable by 
T-method ( o r 0. - method) to the sum s , i f 
lim tja = s or C lim t(x) = s ] , 
m o® X a 
where s i s a sui table number. 
The series 2 a^ or the sequence {sn] I s said to be 
absolutely convergent, i f the sequence i s of bounded 
Variation, i . e . 
2 I sn - Sn.i I < i. 
Defining s imi lar ly the absolute sumniability of an 
i n f i n i t e se r ies , we say tha t a s e r i e s 2 ajj i s absolu te ly 
siimmable by a T - method, o r simply summable I Ti , i f the 
corresponding a i f f i l i a ry sequence { t ^ j i s of bounded 
va r i a t ion , tha t i s to say 
I tin - V l I < ~ • 
Absolute summability by a - method or summability 
|0| , i s defined in the same way with the obvious difference 
that in this case the corresponding function t(x) should be 
a function of bounded variation in an interval of continuous 
parameter x . 
The sequence - t o - seq\»nce transformation T i s said 
to be regu la r , i f 
lim Sjj = s «=> lim t^ ^ = s. 
n oo m 
In order tha t T-method may be regular , i t i s necessary 
and s u f f i c i e n t t ha t 
( i ) 2 1 CNI 1 < H, 
n=o * 
where H i s independent of m, 
( i i ) lim „ = o, f o r each n, 
m oo ' 
and 
( i i i ) lim 2 
1) Hardy, G.H. [ |(b J . 
4 
Toeplitz^^ proved t h i s r e su l t f o r tr iangtalar matrix 
while extension to general case i s due to Steinhaus^^, 
Similar ly the sequence-to-function transformation 0 i s 
said to be regular i f 
lim sn = s = > lim t (x) = s , 
oo " X -+ a 
Begulari ty condit ions fo r t h i s t ransformation are 
analogous to tha t of the T- t ransformat ion. 
Let X be a continuous parameter which tends to i n f i n i t y 
and t (x ) 3= 2 0 (x) Sn^ Then the necessary and s u f f i c i e n t to 
con i i t i ons tha t t (x) be defined f o r x > 0 and 
lim = s ==> lim t (x) = s, are 
n-+ oo " x-^ oo 
(1) S 1 1 i s convergent f o r x > 0 , 
and . , 
2 1 0n(x) I < H, 
where H i s inde pendant of x fo r x > Xq , 
( i i ) lim 0 (x) = 0 , f o r every n, 
X -t oo 
( i i i ) lim 2 0n(x) = . 
1) Toepl i tz , 0 , [Ss] 
2) Steinhaus, H, fsjjJ 
3) Hardy, G,H. [ifc ] . 
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1 . 3 AEiL SUMMAKELITY : 
A se r i e s 2 a^j i s said to be Abal siammalxLe or snmmable 
(A) to the sum s i f the s e i l e s 2 a^ x*^  i s convergent i n 
o < X < 1 and lim f (x ) = s , wbsrs f (x ) i s the s m 
x - ^ 1 - 0 
of the se r i e s 2 a^ ^ xn . Thig method of summahility, although 
named a f t e r the celebrated mathematician A b e l ^ \ i s a lso 
sometimes cal led Po isson ' s method of stmmability, f o r the 
reason that Poisson sttKiied i t s app l ica t ion to Fourier 
s e r i e s . 
A se r i e s 2 a^j i s said to be absolu te ly Abel summable 
or summable I AI i f 1 a^ ^ x^ i s convergent i n 0 < x < 1 , and 
i t s sum - funct ion f (x ) i s of bounded va r i a t ion in ( 0 , 1 ) • 
The above d e f i n i t i o n of absolute Abel summability was 
introduced by Whit take 
1 .4 CISABO StMMAEILirx : 
A s e r i e s 2 a^ with p a r t i a l sum sn i s said to be 
Cesaro summable of order k to the sum s , i f 
k 
l i n ^ CT^  = l i m ^ — — = s, 
n 
1) Abel, N.H. [ \ ] 
2) Whittaker, J J l . 
where 
and 
k ° k-1 
Sq = 2 sv, k > - 1 
k n + k (k+1) (k<-n) 
A = ( „ ) n ^ n ' L-n 
In 1911 FeketB^.^ defined the absolute Cesaro 
summability f o r i n t e g r a l o rde r s . La ter on in 1925 
Kogbet l iantz ' extended t h i s d e f i n i t i o n to f r a c t i o n a l 
and negative o r d e r s . According to t h i s d e f i n i t i o n of 
Koglietliantz the s e r i e s 2 a^ i s said to be absolu te ly 
summable by Cesaro means of order K or simply summable 
1 C , K | , K > - 1 , i f 2 I - 1 < 0 0 . 
Kogbet l iant* es tabl i shed the consis tency theorem 
f o r the absolute Cesaro summability, nanely |C,o(| c |C,p | • • 
f o r every p > e< . He also showed t h a t |C,o(I does not 
necessa r i ly imply summability (C, o< - € ) , e > 0 . 
3) I n 1933, Fekete showed tha t f o r i n t e g r a l values of • • 
c<, | c , o ( | c \A\, but not conversely. I n conjunct ion with the 
consis tency theorem f o r I cj summability i t follows t h a t 
c 1 AI foro< > - 1 
1) Fekete, M. f ib 3 | 0 IH 3 
2) Kogbet l iantz , E . [^^(3, ['2»s3 
3) Fekete, M. [IH ] . 
Becently Flett^^ has introduced a generalized d e f i n i t i o n 
of absolute Cei^ro smmability v i th index K. Thus according 
• t 
to him a se r ies X an i s said to be simmabLe |C,o(| K , e( >-1 , 
K > 1 i f 
tr 1 ^ 
2 n^'-^ I ^ - I < 
« 
I t i s obvious that summability I C,c<ji i s the same as 
summability lC,o<| , 
NORLUM) SDHMAKCLITY : 
Horlund siammability, though o r i g i n a l l y i n i t i a t e d 
in 1902 by Woronoi^^ and having remained unknown t i l l 
3) 
pointed out by Tamarkin in 1932, was independently 
introduced by NBrluiKi in 1919, and i t has now become 
customary to associate i t with h i s name. In 1937 Mears"^^ 
developed the concept of absolute Norlund summability, 
Let ^Pn^ be a sequence of constants , rea l or complex 
and l e t 
Pn = Po + Pi + ••• + Pn> P-1 = P-i == 0 . 
The sequence ^t^'^ defined by the re la t ion 
n Pn-V ^ v 
1) KLett, T.M, [^S- ] 
2) Woronoi, G.F. 
3) Tamarkin, J J ) . ["^73 
4) Hears, F.M, 3. 
i s cal led the Norlund mean of a sequence {s'^jl , generated 
by t te c o e f f i c i e n t s ^Pj,^ • 
Ihe se r ies 2 a^ i s said to be sinnmable (N^p^) to s, 
i f 
lim t„ = s . 
n+o( - 1 o() 
In the special case in which p„ = ( ' , )=..=: 
n o ( - l . n n + D l T ? ) • » 
o( > 0 , the Norlund mean reduces to the f a m i l i a r (C,e() mean. 
On the other hani , i f = , the Hb'rlund summability 
n +1 
reduces to the method known as the harmonic siminiability, 
1.6 • BIBSZ SUMMABILITY i 
Let; be an a r b i t r a r y sequence of pos i t ive numbers 
such tha t 
0 < > 0 < c» 
We wri te 
A ; , ( t ) = 0 t < > o » 
and for k > 0, 
d A^ (x) . 
9 
Let of (X) = x'^ A^Cx). I f 11m Of (x) = s , s being 
a f i n i t e number, we say tha t S a^ ^ i s simiaatle by Riesz 
means of order k and type ^ or simply smmable (R, 
to s* 
oo ic 
I f X Id C/ (X)l <00, h i s a pos i t ive cons tan t ana 
h 
C^ (x) s as X -•00, then we say t ha t 2 a^j i s summaKLe 
I R, to the sum s . 
I t i s well-known that summability I R,n,k| i s equivalent 
to the suBimability ICjkl , k > 
1 ,7 RIMAJJN SUMMABILITY : 
There are two s imi la r but d i f f e r e n t f a m i l i e s of 
methods fo r summation of s e r i e s , which stem from the work 
of Riemann on tr igonometric ser ies* 
The se r i e s 2 a^ i s said to be sunmable (R ,p ) , (p i s a 
p o s i t i v e in tege r ) to the stna s , i f the s e r i e s 
sin nt p 
( 1 . 7 . 1 ) f(p , t ) = Z a ( ) 
n=o nt 
converges in some interval 0 < t < t^ and lim f ( p , t ) a s . 
o 
Here and elsewhere - ^ — w i l l be i n t e r p r e t e d to have 
n t 
the Value 1 when n = o . 
1) Obreschkoff, N. [ 4 1 ] , [ All 
2) Hyslop, S M . [ i s l * 
A 
The method (R , l ) i s sometimes cal led Lebesgue* s 
method while the method (R,2) i s known as Biemann* s method. 
The se r i e s S an i s said to be summable (Rp) to s, 
i f the se r i e s 
4 V P 
(1 .7 .2 ) f i ( p , t ) = - i t E s . ( 
1 n=o " nt 
converges in some i n t e r v a l 0 < t < t© and lim f i ( p , t ) = : s . 
I t i s known tha t the above methods of summability are 
regular ^^ fo r p > 2 but not f o r p = 1 . On the o ther hand 
Verblundcy^^ has shown tha t i f p > 2, then (R , l ) c (R,p) , 
(R^) c (Rp) and fo r p > 3, (R,2) c (R,p) , (Rg) c (Rp). 
As regards inclus ion r e l a t i on between the methods of 
summability (R,p) and (Rp), i t i s known t h a t (R,p) and (Rp) 
are incomparable f o r p = 1 , 2 , 3 , For the case p = 1, 
see Hardy and Rogosinski^^ and Kut tnBr^ \ f o r p = 2, see 
Hardy and Rogosinski^\ Kuttner and Marcinkiewicz®\ while 
f o r p = 3 see Kut tner . 
Hirokawa gave a t t e n t i o n to the analogy between the 
methods (E,p) and (Rp), and defined the Riemann- Ces\ro 
1) Hardy, G.H. [ ] and Kuttner , B. I-hG} 
2) Verblun^yj S. [ ] 
3) Hardy, G.H. and Rogosinski, ¥ . ¥ . [ i o ] 
4) Kut tner , B. [ "b t ] 
5) Hardy, G.H. and Rogosinski, ¥.W. >[ ^ l ] 
6) Marcirikiewicz, J , [ l>j] . 
laethod which contains these methods as specia l cases . 
According to him a s e r i e s 2 a^ i s said to be stmmable by 
. Biemann - Cesaro method with index o( ( o( being a rea l 
number not necessar i ly an in teger ) and order p or simply 
summaKLe to s, i f 
o<+l - 1 oo ^ s i n n t P 
(1 .7 .3 ) t c . . 2 S^ ( ) 
converges in some i n t e r v a l 0 < t < tQ, to a funct ion 
CTCo^jPjt) and lim CP ( o( ,p, t ) = s, where 
t + o 
(1 .7 .4 ) C 
^ 1 o(-p p 
! T o ( + l ) ^ " ( s i n u ) d u - l < o ( < p - l o 
or o( = o , p =1 
1 c( = - 1 
The methods of sumraability ( f i , p , - l ) and (R,p,0) are the 
siammability (R,p) and (Hp) respec t ive ly , 
Hirokawa has obtained a niimber of r e s u l t s concerning 
inclus ion r e l a t ions and other aspects of t h i s method of 
summability. 
Burkill^^ and Burkil l and Petersen^^ generalized 
the method (R,p) in another d i r ec t ion as follows : 
1) Hirokawa, H. [ 1 1 ] 
2) Burki l l , H. [TL ] 
3) Burki l l , H.and Petersen , C^ ] 
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Let k be a positiAre ra t iona l number with odd 
denominator and l e t 
0 < < < ^ n oo 
The se r ies X a^ i s said to be summable CJi, to 
the sum s, i f 2 a^ ( ^ l l l h J l ) , converges f o r 
0 < t < t^ and tendsto s as t + o . 
Later on Russell^^ gave a more general d e f i n i t i o n 
f o r summability (Jft, , 
Let q be a posi t ive number. We define a funct ion 
0q(x) as follows : 
( 1 . 7 . 5 ) = 
s in j c ^q X > o, sin X > o 
/ 
, sin X q 
eiqtr ( ) |^,Y^ en x >o , s inx <o 
0q( - x) X <cr 
1 p 1 X = O • 
The ser ies Z a^ i s said to be suramatie C®, 
s, i f the se r ies 
oo 
( 1 . 7 . 6 ) lU ( t ) = E a^ jZi ( Av t ) 
^ v=o ^ ^ 
converges fo r o < t < t_ and lim M ( t ) = s . 
° o ^ 
1) Russel l , D . c . C^q] . 
J 3 
The case " ^^  ^^^ ^ p o s i t i ^ in teger , i s as 
usual the summabllity (R ,q ) . 
Rangachari^^ has recent ly f u r t h e r extended the 
d e f i n i t i o n of Russe l l . According to him a 
se r i e s 2 an i s said to be suramable O , /n>q»°<)> ^ > 
q > o to the sum s, i f 
( 1 .7 .7 ) i i ( t ) = C • t I 0 (xt)d (X) 
where A*^ "^ ^ (x) i s a modified Riesz sum def i r^d by 
X 
! (X - uf""^ d A;,(u) . 
•( 0( + 2) ° 
The idea of t h i s genera l iza t ion i s s imi lar to t h a t of 
Hirokawa's Riemann-Cesaro method. 
The method contains the method (R,p,o() 
and (DR, ^niQ^ special cases^^. 
1.8 Associating with conjugate trigonometric s e r i e s 
3) 
Zygmund introduced the methods (K,l) and (K,2) which 
correspond to the method (R , l ) and (R,2) r e spec t ive ly . 
According to him a se r i e s 2 a^ i s said to-^be summable 
(K, l ) to s, i f 
1) Rangachari, M.S. [ ^7 ] 
2) Ishiguro, K. [ i q ] 
3) Zygmund,A. [6-] ] 
OO tr s in jjx 
2 V « r dx (1 .8 .1 ) "VCt) = ao + l 2 a ; ; 
^ n=l t 2tan x / 2 
converges in some in te rva l o < t < t^ and'^''C t) s as 
t + o, and i t i s said to be s\ammable (K,2) to s , i f 
2 . TT sin^ i nx 
(1 .8 .2 ) > f ( t ) = ao + - 2: f i L X 2 ^ 
^ ^ n=l n t 
converges f o r small t > o and lim t ) = s . 
t-++o 
Zygmund^^ has proved that t te method (K,p) i s regular 
f o r p = 2 but not fo r p = 1 . 
The above method (K, l ) has been recent ly , extended by 
o N 
Hirokava who introduced a parameter c<, The idea of 
general iz ing the summability (K, l ) to (K,l,o() i s s imi lar 
to that of summability (R,l,o() defined by him e a r l i e r . 
According to him a se r i e s 2 a^ i s said to be suramable 
(K,l,o<) to s, i f 
. . . • r l OO o( IT sin nu 
(1 .8 .3 ) Y = \ ^ Sn J du 
^ ^ n=l t 2tan u/2 
converges in o < t < t© and lim ~ whei'e 
t +0 
(o(+l)-l s in (c(+l)ir/2 - 1 < o( < o 
. 1 o( = o 
1) Zygmund, A. [ 6 7 ] 
2) Hirokawa,H, [as"] 
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I t lias been shown by Hirokawa^^ tha t the method 
t « 
( K , l , o ( ) i s not regular f o r - i < o< < o . 
Another method of smmabi l i ty , denoted as ( k , l ) , i s 
due to Szasz2), which i s the special case of a general 
method of 2amansky^^ , For d e t a i l s of the general method 
see the i n t e r e s t i n g paper of Delange and Zamansky^^ 
Quite recent ly Sunouchi^^ introduced two new methods 
of summability from the considera t ion of sa tura t ion theorems. 
4 
A s e r i e s Sj^  i s said to be summable to s . With 
o < o< < 1 , i f 
^ sin nu 
ao + D 2 a_ J — d u , converges f o r 
^ n=l " t 
o < t < t^ ani t e n d s t o s a s t - * - + o , where 
sin udu 
Doc = I 
o 1 
I t i s said to be summable { S f , c<) to s , , o < «< < 1 
i f 2 
4,., 00 s in nu 
a . + D* 1 S a„ X -i inr 
° n=l » t Iff ^ 
converges fo r 0 < t < t© and tends to s as t + o , where 
^ . 2 ^ 00 sin u , 
« o u "^*^ 
1) Ei2t)kawa, H. [ iS" ] 
2) SzeTsz ,0 [ 5 J ] 
3) Zamansky,M. f 
4) Delange, H. and Zamansky, M. [ |o ] 5) Sunouchi, G. [ S"4-]. 
He showed tha t h i s methods of summability (J^o() and 
(Ptfoc) are regular!;^ 
Hirokawa^^ in 1964 generalised these methods of 
Sunouchi as follows : 
The se r i e s 2 an i s said to be summable (fi,p,o() to s , 
i f 
oo 
F(p,o(,t) = a© + 2 an X(n , t ) 
n=l 
converges i n some in te rva l o < t < t© and lim F(p,o(,t) = s , 
t-+ + o 
where p « 
-1. oo s in X . -1 sin^nu 
OO sinPx 
p i s a pos i t ive in teger and <=( i s a rea l number not necessa r i ly 
an in teger with the r e s t r i c t i o n o < o( < p . 
I t i s evident tha t the methods due to Sunouchi are the 
special cases (p = 1,2) of t h i s method. 
1 ,9 Concerning the r e l a t i o n between ^esaro Summability 
and Riemann summability Hardy and Littlewood^^ proved the 
fol lowing theorem : 
Theorem A. I f - 1 < k < o, t t en (C,K) c ( R , l ) . 
1) Sunouchi, G. CS4] 
2) HiTOkawa,H. [ A t ] 
3) Hardy, G.H. and Litt lewood, J . E . CI7 ] , [ I g ] . 
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This r e s u l t was subsequently generalized by Szasz^^ in the 
following manner. 
Theorem B. I f 
(1 .9 .1) 2 IS^ I = 0( n^ ""^  ) , 
v=o 
fo r some posi t ive o( < 1, then (C, l - o() implies summability 
(R , l ) and (R^). 
2) 
Very recent ly Varshney ' obtained an analogue of 
theorem B fo r Harmonic summability. 
He proved the following theorem s 
Theorem C. I f 2 a^ i s Harmonic summable and i f 
(1 .9 .2) 2 I T^ - T ^ i > = 0 ( l o g n ) , n -^oo , 
v=l 
then 2 a^ i s Lebesgue summatle i.e'* smmable ( R , l ) , where 
^ 1 Tn = 2 p sj. and p = • 
k=o ^ ^ t&l 
I n view of the f ac t , as stated i n § 1 .7 , that summability 
( R l ) and (Ri) are not comparable, the question a r i s e s whether 
the se r i e s 2 ajj i s summable (Rx) under the hypotheses of 
Theorem C. In chapter I I of the present thes i s we answer t h i s 
question in the aff i rmat ive* 
1) Szfifsz, 0 . [r*?]. [ S-fe]^  
2) Varshney, O.P. [ 6 o ] . 
1 8 
Having obtained such a r e su l t f o r summability (Rj^) and 
i n view of the known re stilt of Varshney f o r smmabi l i ty ( R , l ) , 
na tu ra l ly quastion a r i s e s whether i t i s possible to obtain a 
unif ied theorem so as to include these theorems as special 
Cases. In chapter I I I we obtain the following theorem on 
Riemann-Cesaro summability which provides an answer to the 
above question in the a f f i rmat ive • 
THEOREM • 2 ajj I s Harmonic summable ^ ^f 
(1 .9 .3 ) £ l T „ - I = 0 ( l o g n) , 
v=l 
« > 
then 2 an summable (R,l,c() f o r - 1 < « < o . 
1,10 Concerning the summability ( R , p , o ( ) of a se r i e s 2 a^ 
Hirokawa^^ in 1957, proved the following theorem : 
Theorem D, Let p be a pos i t ive i n t e g e r . I f 
p-1 nP-1 
then the se r i e s 2 an i s summaKLe (R,p,o(), when - 1 < <=( < p - 1 * 
or o( = o, p = 1 . 
I t i s known, as remarked i n § 1 .7 tha t stmmability 
(J^ incl\2ies the method (R,p,o<), In chapter IV we 
obtain an analogue of the above theorem (Theorem D) f o r 
* 
summability (Jl, by proving the following theorem : 
1) Hirokawa, H. ] • 
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THEOREM : L^ P M A Positive I n t e g e r . I f 
X 
(1 .10.2) I I == 0( — ) , 4 > O, X -^ OO 
Mas, ge^^jeg T a^ Is-SlSBaMe vheji 
- 1 < ec < p-1 or p = 1 , « = o, proYtded M&i {An] s a t i s f i e s 
the condit ion. 
-p + o(+l . p-o(-l 
> „ A n = 0 ( 1 ) , 
Sbejs. 
I t may be observed that fo r ^ ^ = n condit ion (1 .10 .2) 
i s l i g h t e r than the condition ( 1 . 1 0 . 1 ) . Also, i t may be noted, 
as remarked i n f 4,5 of chapter IV, tha t our theorem can be 
f u r t h e r generalized by replacing the condit ion (1 .10.2) by a 
more general condit ion, namely 
X 
(1 .10.3) I I A^'hu) I du = 0( x^ 1 rCx) 1 ) , where 
OO W » oo 
J | i i ± L . I dx<oo , f (x ) = 0(1) X and X | f (x) l dx = + oo, 
1.11 Hirokawa^^ , i n 1964 proved the follovjing theorem 
f o r summability (S»P>«<)* 
1) Hirokawa , H. f "Xfe ]?; 
Theorem B, Let o < << < p . I f a se r i e s 2 a^ I s stanmaliLe 
| C , o < | to s , then i t i s also stmmatle ( f i ,p ,c<) to s . 
With a view to ger^ra l ize the above tlieorem of Hirokawa 
we f i r s t introduce in chapter V a new method of srnnmability, 
what we term as summability (iS, stucly i t s 
c e r t a i n appl ica t ions . 
Def in i t i on : Let o ^ < ^ < . . . < oo, w® shall 
say tha t a ser ies 2 ajj i s summable ^n,p,o() to s , i f 
oo 
^n>P>=<>t) = ao + 2 S n=l 
converges in some in t e rva l o < t < t and lim F( s , 
t->+ o 
where 
V - 1 oo sjLn^x 
• • 
p i s a pos i t ive in tege r such that o < c< < p and o< i s a real 
nmber not necessar i ly an i n t e g e r . 
I f we take = n then summability (^,n,p,o() i s the 
same as the summability (^,p,o() . As an appl ica t ion , we obta in 
the following theorem in chapter V which incltades, as a special 
Case, the above theorem of Hirokawa. 
* 
THEOIEM. Lfit o < « < p . I ^ ^ series S a^ I s summable 
I An>=<l ^ s, thea a j l a .summable — Provided 
t ^ t ' • . 
An A n = 0 ( 1 ) , where A n = "T ArH-l ' ' n 
1.12 I t i s known^^ tha t f o r Fourier s e r i e s summaMlity 
(K, l ) i s equivalent to the summaMlity (R^^). Since fo r such a 
s e r i e s the summability (R , l ) and the summaMlity (R^) are 
mutually e x c l u s i v e ^ \ i t follows t h a t , i n general , summability 
(K , l ) and (R, l ) are also independent of each o t h e r . I n viev 
of these f a c t s i t seems that the sunmability (R,l,o<) and 
• A 
(K,l,e<), - 1 < o( < o are also incomparable although they 
possess a number of s imilar p roper t i e s as has been observed by 
Hirokawa®^. The chapter VI i s devoted to the study of c e r t a in 
problems concerning such a method of summability, namely tlie 
summability (K,l,o(). 
In chapter I I I we proved the following theorem f o r the 
summability (R,l,o() of an i n f i n i t e se r i es 2 a^ . 
THEOREM F. I f S a^ i s Harmonic summable and 
S j T ^ - j = OClog n) , n , 
. * " 
then tl® ser ies E a^ i s summable (R,l,e<), - 1 < o( < o . 
In section A of chapter VI we have shown t h a t t h i s 
« 
r e s u l t remains valid even f o r the summability ( K , l , c < ) , 
In 1963 Sunouchi^^ es tabl ished the following theorem fo r 
the summability ( R , l ) , 
1) Izumi, S. C3\ ] 
2) Hardy, G.H, and Rogosinski, W.W. [^o] 
3) Hirokawa, H, 





Theorem G. I f Z s^ = OCn"^), 
v=l 
and 
oo 1 a I * 
2 = O (n"^ ) , o < o( < 1 , 
v=n 
then 2 an i s summabiLs (R , ! ) to zero. 
This r e su l t was subseqriently generalized by Hirokawa and 
Sunouchi^^ • Their r e s u l t includes Theorem G f o r p = 1 and 
\ = of • The r e su l t proved by them i s as fo l lovs : 
Theorem H. I f 
(1 .12 .1) # = 0(n ) , o < Y < p 
and 
oo 1 a J ^ ' 1 + 6 
(1 .12 .2) 2 = 0 ( n - ) , 
v=n V 
Y 
where o < o < l , S = 1 - — t h e n the s e r i e s 2 a^ i s 
P summaWLe (R, l ) to zero. 
Later on Kanno^\ i n 1954 extended Theorem H to the 
summability (R,p) f o r i n t eg ra l values of p by es tab l i sh ing 
the following r e s u l t . 
Theorem I . Let p be a posi t ive i n t e g e r . Suppose that (1.12.1) 
holds and ^ J J 
(1 .12 .3) 2 = 
v=n V 
1) Hirokawa, H. and Sunouchi, Q. [ 1 7 ] 
2) Kanno, K. [ ^^ i> ] • 
23 
p(p-Y ) 
"wTttere o < 6 < l and 6 = Tben 2 a„ i s 
p + 1 - p ° 
smmahle (R,p) to zero. 
I t i s c l ea r tha t Theorem I includes, as a special case, 
f o r p = 1, the abo r^e theorem of Hirokawa and Sunonchi. The 
resiiLt of Kanno was subseqtientl7 p a r t i a l l y generalized by 
Hirokawa _ who considered the summability (R,p,c<) , p being 
odd posi t ive in teger and - 1 < o( < o . 
In section A of the chapter VI we have examined the 
problem as to whether such r e s u l t s are also hold for summability 
(K,l ,o() , In t h i s d i r e c t i o n we have succeeded in es tab l i sh ing 
the following theorem, 
THEOREM . IX (1 ,12.1) and (1,12.2) hold^ then 2 a^ i ^ 
summable (K,l,c<) f o r - 1 < c< < o . 
The section B of chapter VI dea l s with a general izat ion 
of the following theorem of Hirokawa^\ 
Theorem J , I f 
(1 ,12 .4) sn - s = 0( — ) 6 > o, 
( log -
4 " - 4 
then 2 ajj i s summaKLe ( K , l , c ( ) to s, when - 1 < «( ^ o . 
1) Hirokawa, H, J ^ - i ] 
2) Hirokawa, H, [ I S ] , 
9 4 
I t i s c l ea r that condit ion (1.12,4) implies t ha t 
n „ 
(1 .12 .5) 2 I Sv - s I = 0( ) , 6 > o, 
v=l "" ( log 
but the converse need rK>t be t r u e . Therefore ve r a i s e the 
question whether in Theorem J the condition (1 .12 .4) can be 
replaced by the l i g h t e r condition (1.12.6) . We have shown 
tha t the answer to t h i s question i s in the a f f i rmat ive by 
es tab l i sh ing the following more general theorem . 
THEOREM. I f 
(1 .12 .6) J ^ I s.^ . - s i = 0 ( n i ^ j j l ) , 
«> M 1 
(1 .12 .7) ( i ) 2 1 . < «> ( i i ) / ^ n - * o 
1 n 
oo 
and ( i l l ) 2 M ^ l = + oo , 
n=l 
then 2 a^ summald.e ( K , l , c ( ) Jo s, when - 1 < o( < o . 
1.13 Concerning the absolute Cesaro sumaability of 
power se r ies 
o o CO 
'•n (1 .13 .1) f ( z ) = 2 an zn = 2 a„ r^ o 
on i t s c i r c l e of convergence, Chow^^ proved the following 
theorem which genera l izes a previoTis r e s u l t of h i s own^^. 
•3.) Chow, H.C, [ « 3 





In the sequel we assume tha t the radius of convergence of 
( 1 . 1 3 . 1 ) i s un i t y . 
Theorem K. Let 6 be a point within arc ( V ) on the uni t 
c i r c l e . I f o( > o and 2 n"*^  1 ajj I < , the necessary and 
nld 
s u f f i c i e n t condition tha t the se r ies 2 an 0 should 
be sumnable |C,e<| i s tha t 
(e^® - z) Cq + Cj^zJ z"" dz I < 
where I zl = h. = 1 - i and C^ = 0^(9) and = 
are ce r t a in constants independent of n . 
In chapter VII we obtain a genera l iza t ion of the above 
theorem by proving a r e s u l t f o r the summaMlity IC,o(|jj; , k > 1 
I t may be obgsrved that i n our theorem we use the condition 
2 I a^ I < oo which i s a necessary condit ion fo r 
the summability of 2 a^ 
1.14 ABSOLUTE SUMMABILITY FACTORS OF FOURIER gBRIES : 
Let f ( t ) be a per iodic function with period 2ir and integrable 
i n the sense of Lebesgus over ( -tr,Tr). The Fourier se r i es of 
f ( t ) i s given by 
oo oo 
f ( t ) ' v - ' - a + 2 (an cos n t + bn sin nt) = 2 An(t) . 
2 n=l n=o 
1 ) F l e t t , T . M . [ \ S - ] ! • 
^ fi 
We v r l t e 
0 ( t ) = 1 {f (x+t ) + f ( x - t ) - 2f(x)^ 
sinCnf i ) t 
2 
^ 
D J t ) x ± . + c o s t + . . , + cos nt = , 
2 2 sin V2 






s (x) - f ( x ) = - f f ( x + t ) + f ( x - t ) - 2f(x)\ D J t ) d t n ir ri V. J n 
= B S 0(t) D ( t ) d t . 
tr o ° 
2 
A sequence J ^ jj] said to be convex i f A ^ ^^  > o, 
vhere A / n and ^^ ^ = MA jj) • 
Concerning tiie absolut3e stcamaMlity f a c t o r s of a Fourier 
s e r i e s , Prasad^^ had proved the following theorem. 
Theorem L. I f [ ^q ] i s any one of the sequences 
f -1- e f - i - e 
(1.14.1) | ( l o g n) j , | ( l o g n) ( log log n) J , . • • • 
-1 -1 -1 -i-e 
; n ) ( log l o g . . . l o g 1 
P-1 p 
(log n) (log log n) . . . d o g log . . . log^n^) n)J 
00 
e > o jthen 2 ^ ^^  n^^ ^^  summable I a1 a t every point 
t = X, vhere 
-r t 
(1.14.2) 9 ( t ) = X | 0 ( t i ) | d t i = 0 ( t ) , 
o 
and therefore , almost everywhere • 
1) Prasad, B.N. [ Hfo ]'• 
fl! •(*} A, $ 
Izumi ami Kwata^^ extended Theorem L in the form of the 
following theorem : 
Theorem M : I f ^ n j i s a convex sequence guch tha t 
2 -Ig- < 0 0 , thenZ;^n AjjCt) i s symmafcie I AI a t every 
point t = X where (1 ,14,2) holds* 
2) 
In 1948, Cheng . obtained a general izat ion of Theorem L 
in the sense that he replaced sommability I id by smmabili ty 
I C| , He proved the following theoiem : 
Theorem N, I f f ^ n j i s any one of the sequertJes (1.14,1) 
and (1.14,2) holds, then Z ^ n ^^(x) I s smmable 1G,o<1 
f o r every o( > 1 , 
3) 
In 1954 P a t i proved the following theorem which 
includes, as p a r t i c u l a r cases a l l these previous r e s u l t s . 
Theorem 0 . I f ^ j j i ^ ] i s a convex sequence, such that Z < 
and (1,14,2) holds, then S ^ Q Ajj(X) i s summaliLe |C,c<j f o r 
every << > 1 , 
In 1947, s t a r t i ng with the condition (1 ,14,3) 
t p 
(1,14,3) J 1 0(u)ldu = 0 ( tdog i ) , p o, 
o t 
which reduces to the condition (1,14,2) in the special case 
1) Izumi, S and Kwata, T, [ ^ a ] 
2) Cheng, M.T. [ 4. ] 
3) P a t i , T. f Lfi^ ] 
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p = 0 and O replaced by o, Cheng^^ obtained the following 
re s u i t . 
Theorem P. Under the condition (1 .14 .3) , the se r ies 
A.( t ) 
X —£ TTT^^fl > ? 1 e > o, at t = X, i s smmam.e 
((log( 
|c,o(| , f o r o< > 1 . 
2) 
Recently Dikshi t ' obtained an extension of Theorem P 
of Cheng ( and hence of theorem 0 of Pa t i ) i n the form of the 
following theorem. 
Theorem Q. I f i s a convex sequence such tha t 
Z ^ < 0 0 , then the se r i e s 2 , — a t 't = x , 
n (dogCn^-l)} P 
i s summabLe f o r o( > 1, provided that (1.14,3) ho lds . 
I t i s well known that siMmability I C,c<| , «< > 1 does not 
necessar i ly imply sximmability | C , l | , Natural ly , the question 
a r i s e s whether Theorem 0 of Pat i can be generalized by 
replacing the summability ic,o<| by the sunmability I C, l | . 
In 1941, Chow®^ had proved tha t i f [^q ] i s a convex 
30 que nee such that 2 JIb^ < > then 2 / i j j ^n^ ^ ^ 
summable l c , l l almost everywhere. But the i ^ t of points 
involved i n Chow* s theorem i s the se t of po in t s a t which 
1) Cheng, M.T. [ S ] 
2) Dikshi t , GJ). [ M ] 




and i t i s known that (1 ,14,2) does not necessar i ly imply 
(1 .14,4) «bBn the f\anction f (x) i s j u s t integraM.6 in the 
sense of Lebesgue^^ 
Thus the fol loving problem remained unsolved: 
I f (1.14,2) holds, wi l l Ajj(x) be summable | c , l ! fo r 
every (or a t l e a s t some) convex sequencej p^^'Jforwhich 
n 
< oo? 
-2) Cheng _ has, however, been able to prove the following 
re s u i t , 
Theorem R. I f 
(1.14.5) 
p^ jjjT be one of the sequences 
1 ( log n ) ^ " ^ * ^ ( log n) 2 ( log log n)-^ "*" 
5log n)^ . . . (log log . . . logp_^n) ( log l o g . . . l o g n V ^ ' 
€ > o, then E t) i s summal^e | C , l | a t every point 
t = X at which (1.14.2) holds. 
1) Haidy, G,H. and Littlewood, J . B . [ ] 
2) «heng, U . t . C 6 ] 
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This problem was very recent ly solved by who 
proved that the answer to the above question i s i n the negatived 
More prec i se ly! he proved the following theorem. 
Theoerm S. For o < £ < i , there e x i s t s a Lebesgue integrable 
even function f( t ) such that t = o i s a Lebesgue po in t and 
oo -1-e 
Z ( log n) AjjCo) i s not s\mmable lG,ll , 
rr=2 
2) Later on, i n another paper he showed t h a t theorem R 
nesui* 
of Cheng i s the best possible^, i n the sense tha t 6 cannot be 
replaced by zero. As a mater of f a c t he es tabl ished the 
fol lowing. 
Theorem T. There e x i s t s a Lebesgue point t = x of f ( t) such 
that the se r ies 
- 3 / 2 
2 ( log n) An(x) i s not siramable | c , l | , 
n=2 
In an e f f o r t to solve the above problem, e a r l i e r ^ i n 1963, 
Pa t i ' obtained a necessary and s u f f i c i e n t condition f o r the 
summability lC , l | of Z ^n An( t ) a t a point t = x a t which 
(1 .14,2) i s s a t i s f i e d and^ being assumed to be a convex 
sequence such t h a t 2 AjB^ - < , His r e su l t i s as follows : 
n 
Theorem U. I f 5 ^n] be a convex sequence such tha t 2 < ©o 
^ n 
then a necessaiy and s u f f i c i e n t condit ion that 1 Au(x) 
be suramable | C , l | whenever (1.14,2) holds i s t ha t 
1) Wang, S, ea 
2) Wang. S , 
3) P a t i , T. [ MS"]. 
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(1 .14 .6) 2 - i l a . I s (x) - f (x H < . 
D ^ 
I t may be observed that theorem U i s d i r e c t l y concerned 
with 2?heorem 0 . Since theorem Q includes as a sepecial case, 
Tteorem 0 of P a t i , we are led to enquire whether i t i s possible 
to find addi t ional r e s t r i c t i o n so as to ensure the summability 
| c , l | i n place of summability lc,o(l , o< > 1 , i n the ttieorem of 
B i k s h i t . With t h i s ^ e w , we prove the following tlneorem in 
Chapter VIII , which includes as a special case the above 
theorem of P a t i . 
THEOREM . IfJ'Xjj'^ i s a convex sequence such tha t 2 ^ < «>, 
CowclU-ODw 
then a necessary and s u f f i c i e n t ^ fo r the s e r i e s 
2 to he summable | C , 1 | , whenever (1 ,14.3) holds 
{log(n+l))P 
j,^ 2 ^ • ' P >0 . 
n^log(n+l)}P " 
CHAPTER I I 
ON A RELATION BETWEEN HARMONIC AND RIEMANN 
StM4ABILITY 
2,1 Let 2 a^j be a given i n f i n i t e se r i e s with s^ 
V 
as i t s n-th p a r t i a l sura. We denote by S^ ^ the n«th Cesaro 
sum of order k of t h i s s e r i e s . An I n f i n i t e se r i e s 1 a^j 
i s said to be summable (R , l ) to the sum S, i f the se r i e s 
oo 
(2 .1 .1 ) F ( t ) = 2 a„ 
n=l ^ 
i s convergent in some in t e rva l o < t < tg ar4 lim F( t) = S. 
t-»- +0 
The summability (R , l ) i s , sometimes, re fer red to as 
L e be sgue summa b i l i t y . 
The se r ies 2 a^ ^ i s said to be summable (H^) to the 
sum S, i f the se r i e s 
CO J i . 
(2 .1 .2 ) F , ( t ) = A t 2 s„ 
1 n=l ^ n t 
converges in some in t e rva l o < t < t^ and lim F;j_(t) = S. 
t -++0 Jj; 
I t i s said to be summable (C,k) to S, i f lim = s, 
and harmonic summable to the sum S, i f S, ^ 
as n where ^n ^ Pn-v Sv (2 .1 .3 ) t^ = - - = 2 
log n+1 ~ v=l log n+1 ' ^ m-1 ' 
and A^ = k > - l 
n n 
o o 
I t I s well known tha t summability (R , l ) and summabillty 
(R]_) are not comparable^l 
¥e set 
OO - 1 cx> 
( Z Pn ) = 2 Cn X^, n=o n-o 
then we have from (2 .1 .3 ) 
OO OO CX) 
(2 .1 .4 ) S = I 2 Pn^"" 
n=l n=o • 
and the re fore , 
OO 
= ( 2 a^ xn-1) ( i - x ) ( 2 p^ x " ) 
n=l n=o ^ 
-1 OO 
OO 
(2 .1 .5 ) 2 a x 
n=l 






(Tv - Tv-1> v=l 
2) I t i s well known tha t 
(2 .1 .7 ) = 0 ( — ^ ) 
^ 1 
LCii ) dn = 2 = 0 ( -T ) . 
v=o log n 
In the sequel we write Trf 1 ] , where [x] i s the i n t eg ra l 
pa r t of X, 
1) Hardy, G.H, and Bogosinski, W»W. [ io ] . For a de ta i l ed survey 
of Biemann summability see Ishiguro, K. 
2) Iyengar, K.s.K. [^o] ; Riesz, M. [48] . 
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2.2 Concerning suramabllity (R , l ) and summability ( % ) 
Szasz^^ has proved the following r e s u l t . 
Theorem A. I f 2 an i s summable ( C , l - o < ) f o r some 
pos i t ive o( < 1, and i f , 
n -o( • 
(2 .2 .1 ) 2 I S^ I = a s n - > o o , 
v=l 
then the ser ies 2 an i s summable by (R , l ) and (R^) methods. 
2") 
Recently Varshney ^ has proved an analogous theorem 
f o r harmonic summability. His r e su l t i s as follows : oo 
Theorem B. If a se r i e s 2 a^ ^ i s harmonic summable and 
n=l 
n 
(2 .2 .2 ) 2 1 Ty " V l I = 0 ( l o g n ) , as n -too, 
v=l 
then S an i s Lebesgue summable i . e . summable ( R , l ) , 
3) 
Quite recent ly the author has proved the following 
theorem f o r summability (R]_)« 00 
Theorem G. I f a s e r i e s Z a i s harmonic summable and 
1 
n 
(2 .2 .3 ) 2 I Ty 1 = 0 ( l o g n) , n 
v=l 
then 2 ajj i s summable (Rj) • 
1) Sza'sz, 0 . [S-S] 1 
2) Varshney, O.P. L^o]. 
3) Singh, V. ] . 
5 
Naturally the question a r i s e s as to whether the 
condit ion (2 .2 .3) can be replaced by the l i g h t e r condition 
( 2 . 2 . 2 ) . The ob;ject of t h i s chapter i s to answer t h i s 
question in a f f i r m a t i v e . 
In vhat fol lows we shal l prove the following theorem. 
CO 
THEOREM. I f a se r i es i s harmonic summable and 
1 " 
n 
(2 .2 .4 ) W_ = 2 I T - Ty^i I = 0 ( l o g n) , as n o o , 
" v=l ^ 
then i; a^ ^ smmable ( R i ) . 
2.S We require the following lemmas f o r the proof 
of our theorem. 
1) br 
LEMMA 1 . L e t K^ = S , X^ere b^ = T^ - T^.^^, 
o (log n) , n and 
n 
(2 .S .1 ) 2 1 Tv - T T 1 = O d o g n ) , 
v=l ^ 
then T„„ „ = 
and h 
K' = S K^ = o ( log n) , n U 
" v=l 
2) , , ^ ^ sin (n+v)t 
LEMMA 2 ; Let ( t ) = 2 C^ —;; 
W n=o (n+v) 
1) Varshney, O.P. [6o] 
2) Varshney, O.P. C^o] 
o 
then, L'' 
(2 .3 .2 ) = 0 ( ) , o < t < l , v > l . V V log7 
LEMMA s V I f the se r i e s 2 s^ converges i n 
^^ ^ n n 
0 < t < to , t t en , 
CO J 1. oo 
( 2 . 3 . 3 ) s i i f L f i = I 
n=l n 
»^?here p ( t ) = ? . Conversely, i f IH ^ o, 
- ' " v=n V n 
oo 
then the convergence of ^n PiS^^ imPHes ( 2 . 3 . 3 ) . 
oo 
LEMMA 4 . . Let p ( t) = 2 f^+v^ t ) . T l ^ 
n=o 
( 2 . 3 . 4 ) p ^ ( t ) = 0 ( ~ ~ ) , V > 1 . 
7 PROOF. Let = ( 2 + I ) C^ Pnfv^^^ 
n=o T+i 
= 11^  + Ug, say , 




"2 = O ( . . - - i ^ ) 2. — ij • -— n = T+i n log'^n (n+v)t 
_ oo , 
= 0 ( = S ) 
1) Szasz, 0 . [S-fe], 
2) See fof example Hirokavra, H. [2-2-]. 
1 = o c - — ) . V-% lOgT 
Applying Ate l ' s t ransformation to the expression in Uj 
we have 
T - l 
Ui = 2 dn A P n + v ^ t ^ + ^ T P W ^ ) 
n=o 
T-1 1 ^ 
= 0 ( — i ) . Vt lOgT 
Hence B„(t) = 0 ( ) • 
^ v t logT 
m t®"^ 
LMMA 5 . = 0 ( ) , 
^ V logT 
where m a non^negative i n t e g e r . 
PROOF, The proof of t h i s lemma i s p a r a l l e l t o t h a t of 
Lemma 4 , We have 
oo 
= ^ ^n Pn+vCt)) 
n=o 
m 
= 2 Cn ^v 
n=o 
9 
oo T in 
= ( S 4- 2 ) ^v Pn+v 
n=o n= T+1 










' nSx^l "" 
m-l / sin (rH-v)t . 
G^  A<r \ "' ^ 
n+v 
oo 
= 0 ( 2 
uin-l 
n=7 +1 n log n (n+v) 
= 0 ( 
tm-l oo 
2 
(v+T+1) n=T+l n log-^ ^n 
ojtt-l 
and on applying Abel 's transformation to the expression 
i n we have 
n=o 
= Ct^-s;- ^ ) +o( 
uin-l 
(n+v) 
= 0 ( 
.m 1-1 1 
2 ^ ) + 0 ( n=o log n. 
lOgT (v+T ) 
tm-1 
) 
V logT ) 
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= 0 ( y l o g T ^ ^ lemma fol ldws* 
2.4 PROOF OF THE THSOREM. We may assume without 
l o s s of genera l i ty tha t Tj^  = o(log n) , n oo, 
Since^ 
Sn 1 ° 
-I ---n A ^v 
= ^ T O ( - 5 ) oClog v ) + 
n v=l (n-v) log2(n-v+l) 
^ ^ n v=l V log2(v+l) n 
= 0 ( ) = 0 (1) , as n 
n 
Therefore, by v i r t u e of Lenima 3 i t i s s u f f i c i e n t 
oo 
to prove that Z a^ Pn^t) converges in o < t < to 
and i t s l i m i t as t + o i s zero . 
Using (2 .1 .6 ) we have 
oo oo n 
( 2 . 4 . 1 ) S a^ = 2 p„( t ) 2 V v C^v " V l ^ 
n-x ti=l v=i 
oo oo 
= T ( T y 2 V v P n C t ) . 
v=l n-v 
The change of order of summation i s j u s t i f i e d , f o r 
oo OO 
2 \ T y Tv.i 1 2 1 Pn+v(t) I 
v=l n=o 
CX5 , OO 
= 0 ( S 1 T y - Ty - l I ^ 1 Cn 1 ) 
v=l n=o 
oo 
= 0( 2 I t - V i 1 ~ ) , f o r fixed t > o . 
v=l 
Now 
? i 1 1 - T , I - ^ % , I V^ - Tv-l I - ^ ^ v(v+l) + — 
V=1 v(v+l) " 
= 0 ( 1 ) , n oo . 
Thus the ser ies (2 .4 .1) converges absolute ly . 
Let 
CO oo 
F( t ) = ( T ^ . V v PnCt) 
oo 
Now we choose a posi t ive number^ , put n == [ ] and 
wr i te i/UTw t t^h k-p^J 
oo n 
2 (Tv - Tv.i) p ( t ) = ( S + 2 ) (Ty " 
V=1 " V=:l V = IH-l 
= X-j^  + X2, say. 
By virtue of lemma 4 we have 
Applying Abel's transformation w have 
X. = O (. t lOgT 
= nr log " ) +OC - T — \ 
= o ( - i £ i j L - ) = o ( 1 ) . . 
nt logT A I 
CO W n 
1 
m-1 7 
CX) log V 
FurthermorQ, 
n 
= (Ty - Tv-l) Pv( t ) 
S (K^ - K i ) V Py( t ) 
tl 
^ v C ^ P y - C v - 1 ) P v . i ( t ) ) - n K ^ i Pn( t ) 
oo oo 
^ - 2 Cnfn+v- iCt)} n=o n=o J 
ft 
n 
- S K 
v^l 
ft 







\r=l n t logT 
= - Ys - ) . 
n r\. 
Now 
= S v K v V l C t ) 
I ^  v=l 
= 2 ( 2 MKyu ) A ' l v - l ( t ) + V l ^ t ) ^ v K ^ 
V=1 A=o v=o 
/ 
n-1 , t V , - . 
= 2 o(v log v ) . O ^ ^ 
v=i ^ n l o g T 
n n y 
( since 2 v Ky = o( 2 v ) - o(n log n) 
v=l 1 
log'J" 
log " = o( n t log n ) ^ " ) ^ .. . 
l o g T log-^ \ ^ 
Li vurtm^ 
= o ( l ) / ^ l o g A + o ( l ) log 
Applying Abel's transformation twice we have 
n-2 V , 2 n-1 t 
yr = I , ( ^ ^^ ) ^ Pv-l^^) ^ ^ ^v r 1 v=l m=l v=l 
+ 2 Kv 
v*i 
1 _ "-i 
= 0( ^ ^ V log V . - — ^ ^ l o g V) 
log n V 
+ 0( 
= 0 (-




nt log T 
log n 
l o g - r ' " " ^ l o g - r nt logT 




Xx = M^og/x . o ( l ) + logyt» . o ( l ) + .0(1) as t + o 
Hence 
F ( t ) =>«-logA.o(l) + log M.0(1) + i 2 S ^ . o ( l ) 
Consequently, 
log A 
> lim sup 1 F ( t ) < K 
tn- +0 
/A- being a r b i t r a r i l y large^ have 
lira F ( t ) = o . 
t -••+0 
This completes the proof of our theorem. 
2.5 A se r ies 2 a^ ^ i s said to be summable ( I ^ ) to s , 
^ , sin n t 
2 Sn ( 
n=l n t 
some in t e rva l o < t < to and lira = S, -where p 
i s a posi t ive in teger , 
i f FpCt) = t  ) converges i n 
Concerning the sumraability (Rn) and summability (R ) 
1) ^ we have the follox^/ing inc lus ion r e l a t i o n ' s % s Rp> P > 2. 
Combining t h i s r esu l t with our theorem we get the following 
c o r o l l a r y . 
Corollary : Under the hypothesis of the theorem 2 a^ i s 
summable (%)> p > 2 , 
1) Kuttner , B* C'^ '6] j Verblunsky, s . [61 ] . 
CHAPTER I I I 
ON A RSLATION BETWEEN HARMONIC SUMMAHLITY 
AND RIBMANN CESARO SUMMABILITY 
3 ,1 Let 2 aji be a given i n f i n i t e se r ies with s^ 
k 
as i t s n- th p a r t i a l SIM. We denote by Sj, the n - th 
Cesaro sum of order k of t h i s ^ r i e s . The se r ies S a^j 
i s said to be summable (R , l ) to the sum s i f 
(3 .1 .1 ) F ( t ) = ? an i i i L f i ! 
n=l nt 
converges in some in t e rva l o < t < to and lim F( t ) = s . 
t -v+o 
I t i s said to be summable (R^) to the sum s, i f the se r ies 
oo 
(3 .1 .2 ) F i ( t ) = 2 s^ ^^^ ^^ 
n=l n 
vvwf! 
converges in some in t e rva l o < t < t^ , and Fi( t) s as 
t +0. 
The se r ies a^ i s said to be harmonic summable 
to the sum s, i f t^j -»• s, as n where 
"^ n 1 ^ 1 
(3 .1 .3 ) tn = Pn-v Sy, = • 
" log(n+l) log(n+l) v» n n+1 
An i n f i n i t e se r ies 2 aj^ ^ i s said to be summable by 
Riemann-Cesaro method of order 1 and index o( or simply 
summable (R,l,o()^^ to the sum s, i f the se r ies 
1) This i s a special case of a more general d e f i n i t i o n dw 
to Hirokawa • 
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, , - 1 rf+l =< sin nt 
(3 .1 .4 ) F{o<,t) = C^  t 
converges in some in t e rva l o < t < t , and lim F(o(,t) = s, 
° +0 
where 
J u^ sin u du ( - 1 < o< < o) 
Co( = JL 
2 
1 
0( = O 
o( = - 1 
The summability (R,l,o() reduces to the summabillty ( R , l ) 
and sumraability ( i ^ ) f o r o( = - 1 and c( = o, r e spec t ive ly . 
We wri te 
then we have 
(3 .1 .5 ) 
oo - 1 oo 




(3 .1 .6 ) a . = 2 C ( T ^ - T ^ , ! ) . 
v=l 
The following est imates are well known^^: 
(3 .1 .7 ) 
. ( i i ) dn = 2 c^ = 
v=o ^og ^ 
In the sequel we write T = [ ^ ] , where fx ] i s i n t e g r a l 
pcSSxt of X. 
1) Iyengar, K.S.K. [^o]^ Riesi,, M. [48] . 
3.2 Concerning suramability (R , l ) and sumraability (R^), 
Szasz^^ has proved the following theorem. 
Theorem A. If 2 a^ ^ i s summable (C, l - c<) fo r some 
pos i t ive o( < 1 and i f 
oo , (3 .2 .1 ) 2 I S^' 1 = - ) , as n 
v=l " 
then the se r ies Z a^ i s summable by (R , l ) and (R^^ ) mettiods. 
Recently Varshney^^ has proved an analogue of 
theorem A f o r harmonic summability. His r e s u l t i s as 
follows : 
Theorem B. I f a ser ies 2 a^ ^ i s harmonic summable and 
(3 .2 .2 ) X \ T y " Tv-i I = 0 ( log n), as n 
V=:l 
then 2 a^ i s lebesgue summable i . e . summable ( R , l ) . 
Since i t i s well known that summability (R, l ) and summability 3) 
(Rl) are not comparable.., i n the previous chapter of 
t h i s thesis^ We establ ished the corresponding t h e o r y f o r 
summability (R^). Now in th i s chapter , we propose to 
prove a more general theorem f o r summability (R,l,o<) so as 
to include as special cases, the previous result^due to 
Varshney and the author. 
1) Szasz, 0 . [Sy] . C'^^J 
2) Varshney, O.P. 
3) Hardy, G.H. and Rogosinski, ¥.W. [ l o ] . 
Our theorem i s as follows : 
THE:OREM. I f S an i § harmonic summable and i f 
n 
oo (3 .2 .3 ) Wn = ^Z^ T^ - V l = O (log D), as n 
then i: a i^ i s sunimable (R,l,c() f o r - 1 ^ o( < o , 
3.3 The following lemmas are per t inen t f o r the proof 
of our theorem. 
1) ^v , . LEMMA 1 . Let K^ = 2 > where b^ = T^ -
v=n 
( 3 . 3 . 1 ) ^ ^ ^ V i l = 0 ( l o g n) , and T^ = o(log n),n-^«> 
then 
( i ) K^ = o( ) 
n 
n 
^ ( i i ) K' = 2 Kv = o(log n) , n 
" v=l 
LEMMA Let t ) = t°< ? A^"^ 
* n=v n-v nt 
"1 ^ 5 then 
 
(3 .3 .2 ) Hv( t) = O ( - h 




1) Varshney, O.P. [ t o ] . 
2) Hirokawa, H, 
and 
(3 .3 .4) A^^HvCt) = 0 ( v-^ t ^ ) , 
where m i s a Pon -negat ive in teger and HyC t ) the 
m-th d i f fe rence of HyC t) with re spect ^ v . 
LB14MA s V If S^ - o (n) , then we have n 
CO CO 
(3 .3 .5) t"^ ""^  2 s ^ ^ - J i J ^ l - = 2 s„ H ( t ) , - 1 <o( < o, 
n=l ^ lit n n » - -
LEMMA 4 . IX Sn ^^^ = n oo 
oo "V" ... 
n=l " " 
oo 
(3 .3 .6) l; S n H n ( t ) = 2 
n=l n=l 
m m 
PROOF : Since 2^ t ) = 2 a^ '^^^ t ) - Sj^  t ) 
We have 1/ 
oo oo 
2 SvHv(t) = 2 a v ' n a t ) 
v=l ^ v=l 
oo 
LEMMA 5 . Pv( t ) = 2 ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ( t ) , then 
n=o 
(3 .3 .7 ) 
and \ 
(3 .3 .8 ) ( t ) = 0 ^ 
V V logT 
^ ^ "t! 
1) This i s a special case of a more general lemma due 
to Hirokawa [15] . 
/c 
tp 
PROOF. LetB^(t) = ( S + S ) C^ -v^  ( t ) 
= U-L + Ug, say. 
Using ( 3.1.7 ) and ( 3.3.3) we have, 
CX5 o o 
U2 = 2 G^ V V C T ) = O ( Z — ^ . ) 
n=n'+l n log'^n (n+v)t 
oo T 
= O ( i 2 ) 
( v + T + l ) t n='r+i n log-^ n^ 
= O ( ) . 
Vt lOg-T 
Also, applying Abel's transformation to the expression in 
Uj v?e have by virtue of Lemma 2. 
T-1 
^ ^ n H ( t ) + O ( ^ 
n=o " lQgT(v+T)t 
1 1 1 
= O ( ^ ) + O ( — ) 
rn=o/f log n\ (n+v ) log-r 
: p O ( i - )• vt logr 
Hence p^Ct) = 0 ( )• 
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Proof of ( 3 . 3 . 8 ) 
* n=o 
T oo oo 
n=o " n=o 
We put 
oo , ^ oo -
= Ki + K2> say . 
Now proceeding as i n the proof ( 3 . 3 , 7 ) v/e have by v i r t u e 
of ( 3 . 1 . 7 ) and ( 3 . 3 . 4 ) 
1 ^ 
K = 0 ( Z 2 (r^v) ^ 
n=T + l n log^n 
^m-l °° 1 
= O ( ) , 
V log-r * 
and on applying Abe l ' s t r ans fo rmat ion to K^, -we have 
n=o 
K. do An ( A^'^ dT Av"^ (H^+^Ct)) 
n=o 
= 2 dn H^^^Ct) f 0 ( V log-r > 
 
I H T ^ ) 0 ^ V log T 
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.m-1 ) . 
V l o g r 
This proves the lemma completely, 
3,4 PROOF OF THE THEORiBM , We may assume without 
l o s s of genera l i ty that T^ = o(log n ) . ^y lemma 3 we have 
(3 .4 .1) t^^ i 2 s;; ^ ^ = ? s , H „ ( t ) . 
n=l ° nt n=l 
Now ttxo^ ( 3 .1 ,5) 
= J Cn-v^v 
( D-v)log^( n-v+1) n t 
= o ( i ! ! ^ ? _ V - > 
nt v=l v log^(v+i) 
= o (1 ) , n oo , 
By v i r tue of lemma 4 i t i s therefore s u f f i c i e n t to prove 
oo 
tha t I aj j '^j j( t) converges in o < t < t^ and i t s l i m i t 
n=l as t -+ + o i s zero. 
Using (3 .1 ,6 ) we observe tha t 
oo oo n 
(3 .4 .2 ) 2 = 2 ( r. C ( T v - V l ^ ' l n ^ ^ ^ 
n=l n=l v=l " * 
oo oo 
« s C T ^ - V i ^ ^ V v V t ) . 
v=l n=v 
.J >2 
VJe s h a l l prove as i n the p r e v i o u s c h a p t e r , t h a t 
the change of o r d e r of sianmation i s j u s t i f i e d . Since 
oo oo 
S I - T 
v=l ^ v - 1 2 I n = o 
CO -J oo 
= 0 ( I 1 V Ty-ll — ^^  l^ni ^ 
v=l v t n=o " 
oo 
= O ( 2 ^ I Ty - V l ' f 'or f i x e d t > o . v=i V V ± ^ 
Now, 
i; 1 ^ v " ^ 
V=1 V ^ v-1' 
= ( s ^^ 
v:=l v (v+ l ) n 
= 12IZ ) + o( iEliL^ 
v=l v( v+1) n 
= 0(1). 
Thus the s e r i e s (3 .4#2) converges a b s o l u t e l y . 
Le t 
DO OO 
F ( t ) = ^ ^ ( T v - T ^ ^ ) W T n ^ t ) 
OO 
n=v 
= S (Ty - T y . i ) p ( t ) . 
v=l " 
Nov? we choose a p o s i t i v e number/^ and put n = i ) 
t 
and w r i t e 
5 3 
oo n oo 
C W i ) = ( S + 2 ) ( V W 
v=l 1 n+1 
= X^ + X , say 
The proof of the f a c t t h a t l im F ( t ) = o i s almost 
t-»-+o 
s i m i l a r to t h a t of chap t e r I I . However, f o r the sake of 
completeness we inc lude a proof h e r e . From ( 3 . 3 , 7 ) we 
have oo 
Tv - V J X = 0 ( — ^ 2 -t logT n+1 ^ 
Using Abe l ' s t r a n s f o r m a t i o n , we have 





n+1 v( v+1) n+1 
n t logT t lOgT 
oo 




( ) O ( 1 ) . I 




X 1 - I ( T v - V i ^ = J i ^^v - K^+i) ^ M t ) 
n 
V=1 * 
(V p (t) - (v-1) p , . l ( t ) ) } - n 
Kv P v - l ( t ) + J ^ K^ - - " K j ^ l Pn^t) 
= J ^ P v - l ^ t ) - J ^ K^ V A t ) - n 
nt log T 
Now 
n-2 / V 2 
v=l vm=l ra=l " 
n 
m=l 
= C( V log V t ^ ) . o( i S f ^ ) . o 
V=1 ^ ^ •'•OS ^ nt logT 
= 0( liUfUl ) + o( ) + O ( ) 
l o g T IcgT nt log-r 
AOf 
and 
= / ^ l o g ^ . o ( l ) + o ( l ) l o g o ( l ) log/* 
A 
t + o, 
= 
n-1 V 2 n 
2 ( 2 ^ K ^ ) A Pv-1^^) + ^ Pn-1 ^ ^ v 
v=l /*=1 v=i 
= o ( V log V ) + o( ) 
v=l V logT n log T 
= ) ^ o( ) = ^i-og^. o ( i ) 
log T l o g T \ % 
t + O . 
Hence 
F ( t ) =/ jLlog/iL. o ( l ) + . 0 ( 1 ) as t + o 
Consequently, 
l im sup l F ( t ) | < C i d ) . 
t + o A 
Taking to be a r b i t r a r i l y l a r | e we have, f i n a l l y 
l im F ( t ) = o 
t-++ o 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
CHiiPTER IV 
A THEOREM ON RiaiANN - RIESZ SIMMABILITY 
4 .1 Let I Eq be a given i n f i n i t e se r i e s with Sjj 
k as i t s n-th p a r t i a l sum. We denote by S„ the n-th 
" oo 
Cesaro sum of order k of t h i s s e r i e s . The se r i e s 2 i s 
1 
s a i d t o be suramable by Riemann - Cesaro method of order o( 
and index p or b r i e f l y smmable (R,p,o()^^to the sum s, 
i f the ser ies 
(4.X.1) F p U . t ) = c;^^ t - ^ l g s i 
converges in some i n t e r v a l o < t < t^ , and lira F (o(,t) = s , 
t-VH- o P 
where p i s a posi t ive in teger and 
1 oo p 
I ( sin u) du, - l < o ( < p - l , 
•n" - o( = o,p = 1 . 
The summability (R,p,o() reduces to summability (R,p) 
and summability (Rp) f o r o< = - 1 and <=( = o r e spec t i ve ly . 
Let be an a r b i t r a r y sequence of pos i t ive numbers 
such that 
o < >0 < < . . . < ^n -»• . 
1) Hirokawa, [^2.] , 
We w r i t e 
AA ( t ) = E q + a i + . . . + a^j f o r An < t < 
= o f o r t < A q 
and for k > o 
AA(t) \ 
/ 
Rk+l) Av < t 
o 
- O a^ , t > >. , 
Rk+i) o 
^ k « 
/ ( t - x ) d A;^  ( X ) . 
Let q be a p o s i t i v e number. We d e f i n e a f u n c t i o n 
£5 (x) as f o l l o v s : 
Q 
( 4 . 1 . 3 ) |Z5 (X) = 
s i n X 
) when X > o, s i n x > o 
g/tqir ( ^ si£_x ^q ^^^^ x > o , s i n x <o 
£5q( - X ) t : 
\ 
X = O 
The s e r i e s 2 a i s sa id to be summable (H, > , q ) n n' ^ 
q > o , to the sum s , i f the s e r i e s , 
1) 
cx> 
( 4 . 1 . 4 ) l i^(^) = 2 ay h) 
v=o 
converges f o r o < h < ho, and i f lira ( h ) = s. 
h-++ o 
*) Here the d e f i n i t i o n i s s l i g h t l y m o d i f i e d . 
1 ) Russel^^D.C. [ 4 9 ] . 
The Case = n and q, a p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r i s as 
u s u a l the summability (R, q ) . 
Rangachari^^ r e c e n t l y f u r t h e r extended the d e f i n i t i o n 
of (R, According to him a s e r i e s 2 a^ i s said 
to be summable (R, - ^ ^ ^ ^^ 
( 4 . 1 . 5 ) R(h) = C h^ "^"-^  ; (xh)d (X) 
o q 
converges f o r o < h < h and tends to s as h + o , o 
The method (H, c o n t a i n s the methods ( R , p , o ( ) 
2) and (R, spec i a l ca ses^ 
4 . 2 Concerning t h e summabili ty (R,p,o() of a s e r i e s 
2 ajj Hirokawa^^ i n 1957 proved the fo l lowing tbsorem. 
Theorem A. Let p be a p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r . I f 
nP-1 
( 4 . 2 . 1 ) sP-1 = o ( ) , ^ > o , 
n ( log 
then the s e r i e s S ajj i s summable ( l i ,p ,c<) when 
- 1 < o< < p -1 or o( = o , p = 1 . 
I n t h i s chap te r we s h a l l prove an analogue of the above 
theorem f o r summability ( R, 
1) Rangachari , M.S. [ 4 7 ] 
2) I s h i g a r o , K. [ a .« |p .295] . 
3) Hirokawa, H. [ O . 3 ] . 
I n what fo l lows we sha l l prove the fol lowing theorem. 
r 
I t may be observed t ha t f o r ^n ~ " | Condi t ion ( 4 . 2 . 2 ) 
i s l i g h t e r than the cond i t i on ( 4 . 2 . 1 ) . 
THEOREM : L ^ P ^ 1 p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r . I f 
^ . P-1 xP 
(4.2.2) ; I Ax (U) I du = o( r - j -), & > o,x->.oo 
o ( log x) l+« 
then the s e r i c s 2 a^ ^ i s summable (R, - 1 il o( < p-1 
o r o( = o , p = 1 , provided t h a t ^ s a t i s f i e s the 
c o n d i t i o n , = 0 ( 1 ) , where 
n 
A n = . 
)in+l" / n 
4 . 3 We requi re the fo l lowing lemmas f o r the proof 
of our theorem. 
LMMA L ^ 125 (X) = ( (p , pos i t i ve integer) 
then 




( 4 . 3 . 2 ) — 0p(x) = 0 ( x - P ) ( x > l ) 
1) Obreschkoff , W. [ 4 3 ] . 
LEMMA 2 . G ( y , t ) = J ( t i - y ) jZ$ ( u t ) d u 
y 
then 
( 4 . 3 . 3 ) G ( y , t ) = t""^"^), i s a n o n - i n t e g e r 
aryi the g r e a t e s t i n t e g e r l e s s than c(, - 1 < c( < p - 1 
PROOF. The proof of lemma 2 i s analogous t o the p roof of 
Lemma 3 of Hirokavja^^. 
oo 
Let G ( y , t ) = ( J + J ) = V. + , s a y . 
On i n t e g r a t i n g by p a r t s we have by lemma 1 
V , = [ ( . - y ) - i . 1 
o o c < - 6 - 2 
- ( o < - p - l ) J^ (u.-y) 0 A u t ) du 
v+i du P 
^ t 
^ 1 
= y - P . t - P ) 
+ 0 ( t P - p - 2 ^-p y-p 7 iu-yf'^'^ du 
= 0 ( t - ^ - S - P ) [ ( u - y r ^ - ' ] ' " 
= y-f ) , 
1 ) Hlrokawa, H. [ 1 4 - ] . 
and , 
_ y+T o ( - p - i p - p - 1 - P _ 
? ! = 0 ( J^ (u-y) t t u P du ) 
y 
= 0 ( / p C ( u - y r ^ ' ' ^ ) 
1 
y 
= 0 ( y - p ) 
^ -C(-1 -p 
Hence G(y, t) = 0 ( t y ) . 
LEMMA 3. In nota t ions of Lemma 2, we have 
oo ^jP-p 1) 
(4 .3 .4 ) J L G(y,t) = J (u-y) 0 (u t )du 
dy y du p 
= 0 ( t " ^ y-P ) . 
This follov;s by an argument similar to t ha t of Lemma 2 . 
LEMMA A^ (x) = o (x^) , k > o, x -foo implie s 
XaE_ V = o , l , 2 , . . . [ t ] , • -
Where >n < ^  i ^n+1 > n oo . 
4 .4 PROOF OF THE THEORTM. We may assume thair-
without l o s s of genera l i ty t ha t A> (x) = o, f o r x < , 
We prove the theorem when =< i s a non-integer . The proof 
1) Hirokawa, H. [J-A-] . 
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f o r in t eg ra l values of o< i s easy and hence omit ted. Let 
p be the grea tes t i n t ege r l e s s than o(, We wri te 
R f i ( t ) = c ' ^ t^ "^-^  J^ 0 ( x t ) d A^/^ ( x ) , 
Where < and t > o i s f ixed , f o r tlB present, 
Case ( i ) ; l e t - 1 < o( < p -1 . In tegra t ing by p a r t s (p-p-1) -
times we have 
o(+i n 
(4 .4 .1 ) t J 0 fx t )d i ' . ^ h x ) 
= [ 2 ( - t )"" A. ( n ) )Z5 ( O t ) ] - ^ 
^r=o ^ V 
p-B-1 o(+p-B a o(+T)-B-l 
+ ( - 1 ) ^ t ^ J A^ ^ P tx)(6 (xt)dx 
= U^ + U2, say. 
P P 
By the condit ion (4 .2 .2 ) > vre have A;j(x) = o(x^) , 
and than using Lemma 4 , we have fo r f ixed t > o.-
c<+l+V o(+V+l p - v - o ( - l 
A> (n ) = 0 ( n P) o( i f A n ) 
-p+c<4-V+l p - V - o( - 1 
= o ( n A ^ ) 
-p-h5(+l+v p - V - o ( - l 
= A n 
< n , p > « + V + 1 ) 
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p-o(-l V -V 
= o( A > A ) n n ^n n 
-p+ oC+l p-c(-l p-o(-l -p+c(+l 
= A , ) , 
-V V , p-oc-1 -p -^+ ln 
since A p < m^ sc J 1. A . J 
- 2 < p - o ( - l ) . Thus f o r o < v < p - p - 2 
< p - o( - 1, have 
-p-b(+l p-o(-l 
Un = o( > A ) + oCl) = 0(1), n oo. J- n n 
Now 
P-P ' l of+D-R ^ (p-p-1) 
Uo = ( -1 ) t^'^P ^ J a"/^ P "-(x) e (Xt) dx 
^ \ ^ P 
1 
p - p - i a ( p - p - i ) 
= ( -1 ) == J" X 
>< (X o ( - p - l \ I 
J ( x - u ) A ^ - " ( u ) d u j / \ 
p-p-1 
r T o ( - p ) % ^ 
(p-p-1) 
X J ( X - u ) (3 ( x t ) d x 
u P 
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r u - p ) >1 
oo oo o<-B-l Cp-B-1) 
X ( r - (x-u) (xt ) dx 
(c<-p) Ax 
du X 
OO o ( -p- l ( p - f s - l ) 
X X (x-u) 6 (x t ) dx + o ( l ) . 
u P > 
^ SI p-1 oo (p-p-1) 
I ( 0 ) = J Ax (u) du Sc^iX'U) f6 (xt)dx-sto(l)asSl~^«>. 
To prove that I (0. ) -+ o as ^  we write 
^ D-1 o(-6-l (p-B-1) 
I ( 0 ) = J du J^ (x-u) £5 (X) dx 
p-1 oo (p-p-1) 
+ J A> (u) du r (x-u) 0 (xt)dx 
>1 n + l p 
= I^(O-) + say. 
Nov? 
1^(0.) = 0 ( X I A5^\u) |du (x-u) X-P dx ) 
= 0 ( X ^ dx I (x-u) I a^ (u)ldu 
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= 0 ( ^ X P (x-fi) J I ) 
= 0 ( n P ) o ( - J 1 L _ ) = 0 ( 1 ) a s a - . C O . ( l o g n P ^ o 
S i n c e < u < 0 , w e h a v e o n i n t e g r a t i o n b y p a r t s t h e 
i n n e r i n t e g r a l o f ( ) 
o o o ( - B - l ( p - B - 1 ) 
J ( x - u ) f() ( x t ) d x 
n + l P 
= i [ ( x - u ) ef ( x t ) ] 
XI+1 
(o(-B'l) = < - p - 2 ( p - p - 2 ) 
- l l ± - ± i J ( x - u ) X x t ) d x 
t n + i p 
= 0 ( a P ) . 
T h e r e f o r e , 
A p_l (p -p -1 ) 
I „ ( a ) = J A > ( u ) d u I . ( x - u ) ( x t ) d x 
2 O + l P 
= O ( n ^ (u)l du ) 
p 
= o ( o " ^ E ) = o ( l ) as a o o . 
( l o g o 
T h e r e f o r e l e t t i n g Q o o , 
0 
- 1 o(+p-p OO 
R ( t ) = 0(1) + L C p ^ t J ( u )du X 
o(-B-l Cp-B-1) 
X J ( x - u ) (25 ( x t ) 
u P 
A; - 1 c<+l p - 1 
= + L Cp ;^^  t A^-^ ( u ) G ( u , t ) du , 
L being a c o n s t a n t . 
T h e r e f o r e , the p roof of the theorem i t i s s u f f i c i e n t 
to show t h a t 
? P -1 
t I ( u ) G(u , t )du conve rges i n o < t < t ^ 
and t e n d s to zero a s t + o . 
¥epu t - 00 M I A I^T-^ CU) G ( u , t ) d u = J + I = ¥ +W , say 
vhere M = 1 / t . 
o(+l p - 1 
How W = t J (u) G ( u , t ) d u 
^ M 
00 p . i - p 
= 0 ( I 1 AN (u)1 U du ) 
M 
by v i r t u e of Lemma 2 , 
I n t e g r a t i n g by p a r t s , we have 
fi 0 
U p-1 - p CO OO -U p-1 -p -1 
= 0[( J l A ^ ( x ) i d x ) u ] +0( I I U a ( x ) l d x u du) 
o M M o 
- P - 1 P M p - 1 - p oo u tt 
= O ( J 1 ( x ) l d x ) M ) + 0 ( J r r ^ - ^u) 
o M ( l o g u ) ! " ^ ^ 
M-P mP 1 
= ^ TTT > + O ( — 1 ) ( l og M)^^"^ ( log M) ® 
= o ( l ) as t + o . 
S i m i l a r l y , i n t e g r a t i n g by p a r t s -we have by v i r t u e of 
lemma 3, 
M p-1 c(+l _ p _M 
>1 
W^  = t"^"-" J Ax ( u ) G ( u , t ) d u = t [ A / Q ) G ( u , t ) ] ^ 
^ T J-
oc+l M p J 
- t ( J Ax(u) ~ G ( u , t ) ) 
°C+1 M -c< - p 
= A?(M) G(M,t) + t f o ( — - t u du 
^ ( l o g 
- o( i — - - ) + o ( r-. ) = o ( l ) a s t + o . 
( l o g ( log M)^-^^ 
Case I I . Let o( = - 1 , 
Rci( t ) = £1 (xt)d A;,(x) 
I n t e g r a t i n g by p a r t s p - t imes we have, 
p-1 V V ( v ) p p 
r. ( - t ) ) (Zi (Ci t ) + ( - 1 ) t X 
V^o P 
n p -1 (p ) 
X J A)^ (X) ( x t ) d x 
Ql + Q2> say . 
Now f o r f i x e d t > o , we have 
a I {CI) ( O t ) = o ( n ^ ) o( n A ^ > 
= ° ( r i - ' ^ A r ^ ) 
- p + v P - V 
^ n A , ) ) 
' n n n n 
= o ( l ) , by an arg\jment s i m i l a r to 
t h a t of U^. Hence Q^ = o ( l ) , as O. oo . 
Novj making Q , 
p p M p -1 (p ) 
Q = ( - 1 ) t ( J + J ) A> (X) (25 ( x t ) d x , 
^ M P 
= + Xg, say . 
Using lemma 1 and i n t e g r a t i n g by p a r t s we ge t 
p oo p-1 - p - p 
= 0 ( t ! (x)1 X t dx) 
^ M 
CO p-1 -p 
= O ( J 1 A>, ( x ) | X d x ) 
M 
X , p - 1 - p oo oo _ X p - 1 
= 0 ( [ ; | A ; , ( u ) l d u x ] ) + 0 ( J X P r ( u ) I d u ) 
o M M o 
= o ( ^ r) + O ( i — j ) = 0(1) as t + o,-
( log ( logM)® 
and 
p p p (p ) M p+1 p+1 M p (p+1) 
X^ = ( - 1 ) t [ A^(x) <25 (X)] + ( - 1 ) t I ( x t )dx 
= 0 (• 
( l og M) 




= o ( l ) a s t + o , 
Case I I I , o< = o , p = 1 . 
¥e have 
S i n Xt 1 
t X d (X) 
s i n x t , , ^ 
= t S A;,(x) dx 
M oo 
Now 
= t ( f + X ) 
H M 
0 ( t T I Ax (x) I 
M x t 
dx ) 
(4 .5 .1 ) I I ^ (ti)ldu = I f ( x ) | ) 
where 
and 
J <00 f ( x ) = 0(1) a s X 
00 
J 1 f ( x ) 1 dx = + 00 . 
CHAPTER V 
ON ( J ^ , P, 'C ) METHOD OF SIMM ABILITY 
5 . 1 Let £ Ejj be a given i n f i n i t e s e r i e s with s^ 
a s i t s n - t h p a r t i a l sim. ¥e denote by s^ the n - t h 
Ces'aro sum of o rder k . 
Le t be an a r b i t r a r y sequence of p o s i t i v e numbers 
such t h a t < . 
We Tfljrite 
A + 1 
A n = ), , - V '^n+l / n 
A^ ( t ) = a^ + a i + . . . + a^ = An f o r < ^ i ^ n + 1 
A;^  ( t ) = o , for t < ^^ , 




I ( t - X) d A;, (X) 
( 5 . 1 . 1 ) Let C^(x) = x"^ A> ( x ) . I f l im CUx) = 3, s 
^ ^ x-^00 
being a f i n i t e number, we say t h a t the s e r i e s 2 a^ i s 
summable by Riesz means of o rde r k and type ^ , o r simply 
Tr 
• For the sake of convenience we d e f i n e A \ ( t ) i n a s l i g h t l y 
modif ied fo rm. 
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summable (R, k) to the sum s . 
( 5 . 1 . 2 ) If ! ^ (x ) <00 , h i s a p o s i t i v e c o n s t a n t 
h 
k 
and C^ (x) 3 as X 00 , then we say tha t 2 a^ i s 
a b s o l u t e l y summable I R, k 1 to the sim s . 
^ ' 2 ) 
The s e r i e s E aj^ i s said to be summable (X J of ) t o 
the sTJm s i f the s e r i e s , 
s i n x - 1 00 00 
f . C t ) = a . + ( J — r r ^ ) S S ^ 
o < c< < 1 , converges i n seme i n t e r v a l o < t < t ^ and 
l ira f ( t ) = s . I t i s s a i d to be summable to s , 
i f the s e r i e s 
sin^x - 1 CO 00 . 2 
fo ( t ) = ao + ( J dx ) ^ an J i i i L £ l L du 
o o^c + i n=l t 
o < c< < 1 converges i n o < t < tQ and ® t -+ + o . 
4 ) 
Sunouchi has shown t h a t these methods of summabil i ty 
are r e g u l a r . 
These d e f i n i t i o n s have been r e c e n t l y extended by 
Hirokawa Le t , i n the seque l , p denote a p o s i t i v e 
T1 ^ r e schkof f , N. [41 ] j [42] . 
2) Sunouchi, G. [S"4] . 
3) Sunouchi, G. [5*4] 
4) Sunouchi, G. [ s^ - ] 
5) Hirokawa, H. [ I t s ] . 
i ^ 
i n t e g e r and c< a r e a l number, not n e c e s s a r i l y an i n t e g e r , 
such t h a t o < c< < p . The s e r i e s 2 a^ ^ i s said t o be 
surnmable (J^ , p , ) to s , i f the s e r i e s , 
oo 
I; a „ £ 5 ( n , t ) 
n=l 
converges i n some i n t e r v a l o < t < t^ and l im f ( p , o ( , t ) = s , 
o 
where 
- 1 sin^x 
jZ!(n,t) = £5(nt) = (C ' ) J dx 
nt + l 
- 1 oo sinP nu 
= (Gn.^) I — 
and 
s l t f x 
= i — - • 
I t i s e v i d e n t t h a t the above methods of summabili ty 
dite to Sunouchi a re the spec i a l case (p = 1 , 2 ) of the 
summability (J^ p , o( ) , 
* 1 ^  Concerning the summability C ^ , ? , <=( ) Hirokavja 
i n 1964 proved, a&ong o t h e r s , the fo l lowing theorem. 
Theorem A. Let o < o( < p , I f a s e r i e s E a^ ^ i s surnmable 
l c , c < | to s , then i t i s a l s o surnmable , p , o( ) t o s . 
1) Hirokawa, H. [SJ^ ]* 
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Ouf o b j e c t i n t h i s c h a p t e r i s to gene ra l i z e 
the above d e f i n i t i o n of Hirokawa and o b t a i n a theorem 
corresponding to Theorem A f o r our new method of s m m a b i l i t y . 
He sha l l say t ha t a s e r i e s I a„ i s simimable 0? , 
to the sum s , i f the s e r i e s 
oo 
( 6 . 1 . 3 ) f ( ^ , P , o ( , t ) = a^ + a^ eS( 
n-1 
converges i n some i n t e r v a l o < t < t and l im f ( 
t-++ o 
vhere 
. - i s in^x 
t ) ^J^ d x . 
I t i s c l e a r t h a t f o r ^ n " " method of summability 
i s the same as t h a t of Hirokawa. 
5 . 2 We now apply our new d e f i n i t i o n to prove t t e 
fo l lowing theorem which i s a g e n e r a l i z a t i o n of Theorem A. 
: Let o < o( < p . I f a s e r i e s 2 a^ 
summable I Rj J s , then i t i s summable 
An* provided t h a t A^^ = 0 < 1 ) -
5!,3 We r equ i r e the fo l lowing lemmas f o r the proof 
of our theorem. 
LEMMA . Let m denote a p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r , then we have 
1) HLrokawa, H. [ l - f c ] . 
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- or-1 ( 5 . 3 . 1 ) e5(u) = 0 ( u ^ m < p + 1 , u > 0 
dvT 
CO ^ 
LEMMA 2 . Let "VCx- t ) = „ I ( u - x ) 
' l([o(] +l-o<)X 
([o(]+2) 
0 ( u t ) d u , where [oc] deriotes the I n t e g r a l p a r t of o( 
Then 
_ [ o ( ] - c < + l [ o ( ] - 2o< 
( 5 . 3 . 2 ) Y C x , t ) = 0 ( t - X ) . 
2X oo 
PBOOF. ¥e w r i t e = ^ + ' ^^^ • 
' X 2x 
Now by v i r t u e of Lemma 1 
[o(]+2 2X [o(]- o( -o(=l - o ( - l Y-i = 0 ( t I ( u - x ) u t du ) X 
M ' c d + l -o( - 1 2X [o(] - o( 
O ( t X J (u -x ) du ) 
X 
^ [c<]-o(+ 1 . [o<] - o( + 1 
= O ( t X ^ X ) 
_ Co(] - o( + 1 [ o ( ] - 2 o ( 
= 0 ( t X ) , 
^ ^ ^ [=<]-=< ([°(]+2) = J ( u - x ) IZJ ( u t ) du , 
^ R[=<]+!-c<) 2x 
^ [o( ] -o< + l OO Co(3- o( -o(-l 
= 0 ( t J ( u - x ) U d u ) , 
2x 
[o(]- 0 < + l [o<]-C< OO 
= 0 ( t X J U d u ) 
2x 
[ o ( ] - o ( + l [ o ( ] - 2 o ( 
= 0 ( t X ) 
Cc<] - o( + 1 [o(]-2 0( 
T h u s y ^ ^ J ^ ) = 0 ( t X ) 
L M A 3 . Suppose f6{x) QL ) , a > 0 . Le t 
CO 
f ( y ) = I I^ JCx) dx and g(x) a b s o l u t e l y con t inuous i n 
y 
(x,x« ) then , 
x* x ' 
J g(x) 0(x)dx = g(x) f ( x ) - g(x») f ( x ' ) + J f ( x ) g ' ( x ) d x 
X X 
This i s a s l i g h t l y modif ied v e r s i o n of the s tandard formula 
of i n t e g r a t i o n by p a r t s . 
LEMMA 4 . I f _ p > 1 , y\o - 0 ^ d < " O j l j • • ) 
then 
2 ay 1ZS( > t ) = Ax ) ( n t ) - t I £5«(xt) An (x) dx 
v=0 ^ o 
P r o o f . The proof of Lemma 4 i s p a r a l l e l to t h a t of 
Lemma 2 of Russe l l^J 
Since A^ (x) = Ay f o r Piy < x < Ay+i j we have f o r 
An >n+l 
1) R u s s e l l , D.C. ] . 
c 
jCv n-1 Av+l 
t J av (x) j^«(xt)dx = t [ i: J lZ5'(xt) Ax (x)dx 
0 ^ v=o ^^ ^ 
n 
+ I i^^•(xt) A;^  (x)dx ] 
n-1 T '^v+l 
= t S A ^ l i 0 ( x t ) ] 
o. 




.1) LEMI4A 5 . Ap^  (JC) = 0(x ) , r > 0, x ->-oo jmplle s 
f o r V = o, 1 , 2 , . . . [ r ] , t ha t 
V V . r - v A ^n+1 
A;^  (O ) = o ( n A ^ ) , A n = , 
and i ^n+l» n ^ • 
5 .4 PROOF OF IHE THSOREM : V/e suppose, as we may, 
•without l o s s of any g e n e r a l i t y t h a t s = o , ^q = o and 
Ap^  (x) = o f o r X < , We prove t t e r e s u l t f o r notir 
i n t e g r a l va lues of o(. , The proof f o r in tegra l - va lues of c< 
1) Chandrasekharan, K and Minakshi Sundaram, S. [ A ] . 
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being easy, i s o m i t t e d . 
For /\n < ^n+1 ^^ v i r t u e csf Lemma 4 
S a^ e5( ^ v t ) = Ax i O ) t f^A^ (x)e! ' (x t )dx 
V=0 O • 
XI 
= Ax iO) t J £5 '(xt)A. (x)dx 
M + 1 V V (V) [c<]+2 
= 2 ( - t ) A ^ i ^ W C n t ) + ( - i ) t X 
v=o 
n M + I ([o(]+2) 
X I An (x) f6 ( x t ) dx 
Cc<] V V Cv) [=<]+! [o(]+l ([ocl+D 
= i: ( - t ) a a ( 0 ) ( n t ) + ( - t ) A> t ) 
v=o ^ 
[o(]+2 [o(]+2 O M+1 ( [o ( ]^a) 
+ ( - 1 ) t J AN ej (x t )dx 
= u^ + U2 + U3, say . 
Now f o r f ixed t > o , we have, by v i r t u e of lemma 1 and 
the cond i t ion t ha t S a^j i s summable I R, c( i to zero, 
[c<]+l -o<-l roc]-°c 
Ug = o ( n ) (D( n ) = o( r i ) = 0(1) as a o o , 
and using Lemma 5 we get 
V (v) y . o(-V -o(-l 
) 0 ( X i t ) = 0 ( o A n ) G > ( n ) 
-o(-l+V o(-V 
= o( n A ^ ) 
-o(-l+V a'-V 
= A „ ) 
-•X-l . o( ^ - v - U iy • ^ V 
= o c > A > ) ' n n n " 
since / \ l < max J l , ) j , (v = o , l , . . ) 
= OiAa /^n ) + 0 C An ^ = ^^^^ n-^oo. 
Thus U^  = 0(1) as n oo . 
No-w 
M+2 ^ M + 1 ( [ o ( ] + 2 ) 
t ; AX 0 (xt)dx 
/ I 
o(]+2 ^ , 
; ([o(]+2) X [c<] -C< oC 




t ~ o( ~ M - a ( [ o ( ] + 2 ) 
( 5 . 4 . 1 ) = p. J Av(Ta)du J (x-u) ( x t ) dx 
([o<]+l-o() ^ u 
OQ o( 
J A^(u) Y ( u , t ) du , 
> 1 
provided the change of o rder of i n t e g r a t i o n i n ( 5 . 4 . 1 ) i s 
^ j u s t i f i e d . Now f o r t h i s purpose i t i s s u f f i c i e n t to ^ow 
t h a t f o r f i x e d t > o 
M c( oo j;o(]-o( (rc(]+2) 
KM) = J" A\(u)du J (x -u) (x t )dx - ^ 0 , as M oo 
M 
To prove t h i s we w r i t e 
M o( M + 1 oo C o ( ] - c ( ( [ o ( ] + 2 ) 
KM) = J Ax(u)du ( J + J ) (x -u) (x t )dx 
Pi ' M M + 1 
= I ( M ) + I „ ( M ) , s a y . 
1 
Now 
M o( M + 1 [ o ( ] - o ( ( [ c ( ] + 2 ) 
I - (M) = J Ax(u)du J (x -u ) fb (x t )dx 
M , o( M + t [ o ( ] - o ( - C ( - 1 
= 0 ( I 1 (u ) ldu J (x -u) X dx ) 
Al M 
M + 1 - o ( - l M [ o ( ] - o ( =< 
= 0 ( I X dx J (x -u ) I A;|(u)ldu ) 
^ ; i i ^ 
M + 1 - < ^ - 1 [ o ( ] - o ( M • o( , 
= 0 ( I X (x-M) dx I l A x ( u ) l d u ) 
M / ^ l ^ -
-oC-1 fo(+l 
= 0 ( M ) 0 ( M ) = 0 ( 1 ) , M oo . 
S 2 
And on i n t e g r a t i o n by p a r t s the i n n e r i n t e g r a l of I2(M) 
we have f o r jS ^ ^ ^ 
M - ^ (Co(]+2) . [o(]-=< ([=(]+!) 
J ( x - u ) 0 ( x t ) d x = [ i ( x - u ) e ( x t ) ] 
M+1 •t M+1 
- (Coc]-o() 1 I ( x - u ) e5 (xt)3K 
^ M+1 
-c(-l oo M-oCl -o( - l 
0(M ) + OC J ( x - u ) X dx ) 
M+1 
-(V-l -C<-1 oo 
0(M ) + C(M I ( x - u ) dx) 
M+1 
-0(- l 
0(M ) . 
Novj, 
M c( CO [oc]-cC (foe->2) 
I„(M) = J A;.(u)du I ( x - u ) £5 ( x t ) d x 
2 ^ M+1 
M , o( -c<-l 
= 0 ( J 1 A;^(u)ldu M ) 
-C<-1 M c< 
= OCM ! Av(u) ldu) =x 0 ( 1 ) a s M H-oo 
>1 
Thus change of o r d e r of i n t e g r a t i o n i s j u s t i f i e d . 
Now we have on i n t e g r a t i o n by p a r t s 
u « 
OO c< oo c< o< 
J A^(u) = J u Y ^ ^ ' ^ ) 
o( OO OO d 
= [ C . ( U ) V ( U , T ) ] - J Y ( U , T ) C ^ ( U ) D U 
du 
^ ^ o( 
- r y ( u , t ) ~ cv (u)du 
U o< 
where ~ ^ y Y ( y j t ) d y 
Here we f i r s t prove t h a t y ( u , t ) i s bounded un i formly 
i n o < t < t . By v i r t u e of Lemma 2 -we have 
0 
U c< [ = < ] - 2 o C [ o ( ] - c ( + l 
( 5 . 4 . 2 ) V Cu,t) = 0 ( I y y t dy ) 
o 
[ o ( ] - o ( + l U [ o ( ] - c < 
OC t I y dy ) 
[ o ( ] - c < + l 
= 0 ( u t ) = 0 ( 1 ) i f U t < 1 
Thus we have to prove the case "when u t > 1 . 
We wr i te 
P u 
Y ( v i , t ) = J + I = ¥ + w , where p = i 
o r ' t 
Now 
~ ^^^^ proved i n ( 5 . 4 , 2 ) , 
4 
To prove t h a t VJg = 0 (1 ) , we f i r s t prove t h a t f o r m > o 
OO OO [ o ( ] - c < ( [ C ( 3 + 2 ) 
( 5 . 4 . 3 ) t J dy J ( x - y ) f6 ( x t ) d x 
m y 
[c<]+l OO [o ( ] -o ( ([<=<3+1) 
= t j ( x -m) C ( x t ) dx 
m 
t t e l e f t hand side of ( 5 . 4 . 3 ) 
M + 2 OO ([o(]+2) x [o(]-c( 
= t J ( x t ) d x ; ( x - y ) dy . 
m m 
The change of o r d e r of i n t e g r a t i o n i s j u s t i f i e d as shoxm 
belov.'. 
[c<]+2 N OO [o ( ] -o ( ( [o ( ]+2) 
Let J(N) = t ; dy J ( x - y ) gf ( x t ) d x 
m N 
[o(]+2 K W+1 N OO 
= t ( J J + J J ) = Jt(K) + J2 (N) , say. 
m N m N+1 ^ 
Now • • . . . 
[oC]-o(+l N N+1 [c(]-c< -C<-1 
J (N) = 0( t I dy J (x -y ) x dx ) 
1 m N 
N+1 -c<-l H [oc]-o( 
= 0( ; X dx J ( x - y ) dy ) 
N m 
* * . 
-0( N+1 [oc]-o( 
= 0(N J (x-N) dx ) 
N 
= OCn"""') = 0 (1 ) as N OO . 
On i n t e g r a t i n g by p a r t s the i n n e r i n t e g r a l of J 2 ( N ) , we 
have f o r ra j< y < N 
T CCK]-O( ([C<]+1) CO ( M - d ) ~ [oc]-c<-l ( f o d + l ) 
i [ ( x - y ) S6 ( x t ) 3 - J ( x - y ) 0 (x t )dx 
^ N+1 N+1 
= 0(N ) + 0(K ) . 
T h e r e f o r e , 
[o<]+2 N oo ro(]-o( ([o(]+2) 
Jo(N) = t J J ( x - y ) £5 (x t )dx 
ra N+1 
-o(- l N 
= 0( N / dy ) 
m 
-o( 
= 0 ( N ) = 0 (1) a s N . 
1 oo [c^]-o(+l ([=<]+2) 
The re fo re , ( 5 . 4 . 3 ) = t Kx-m) 0 ( x t ) dx 
( [ o ( ] - c ( + l ) ^ 
and by v i r t u e of Lemma 3 we have 
[ c ( ] + 2 • • 
t oo i M + 2 ) 
( 5 . 4 . 4 ) I (x-m) 0 ( x t ) d x = 
( [ o ( ] - o c + l ) ra 
[o<]+l OO [ o ( ] - o ( ([c=<]+l) 
= - t J (x-m) 0 ( x t ) d x 
ra 
so t h a t [c<]+2 . . . 
t U c< OO |;e(]-c( (f=(]+2) 
= r7r -1 • . X P^ y ^ ^ ( x t ) d x |([oc]~o(+i) r y 
6 
[oC]+l 
t o( oo [c<]-oc ( [o;]+l) 
[ P L ( x - p ) 0 ( x t ) d x 
M ' o ( ( [ o ( ] + l ) . U o ( - l OO [ o ( ] - c < ([c<]+l) 
- u J ( x - u ) (!) ( x t )dx + o( X y I ( x - y ) gj (xt)clx3 
u r y 
[=<]-=< [=(]-C< U CcK]-=< fo(]-2o( 
= O ( p t ) + 0 ( u t ) + 0( L y t y dy) 
[o(]-o( [o(] - o( 
0(1) + 0 ( u t ) + (D( pt) 
= 0 (1) as -ut > 1 . 
Thus Y^^j ' t ) i s bounded un i fo rmly i n o < t < t ^ . 
Since the I n t e g r a l J 1 C;^  (x)dx 1 < 0 0 ^ f o r an 
a r b i t r a r y small C > o , there d x i s t s a number N = N(e) 
such t h a t 
d ^ d 
I J YCx, t ) C;^  (x)dx 1 = 0 ( J C;^  (x)dx j ) < £ 
N N 
On the o t h e r hand, we have 
X 
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r c ( ] - c ( + l X ^ [ o c ] - 2 o ( 
Therefore , = 0 ( t J y y dy ) 
o 
[oc]-o<+l [ c < ] - o ( + l 
= 0 ( t X ) . 
Thus f o r X < N C W i s f ixed ) , 
N /I 
l im J V ( x , t ) C;>(x) dx = 0 
t -> +0 dx 
Therefore we have 
oo 
l im sup I J Y ( x , t ) J _ C;^(x)dx I < e , 
t -++ o ^^ 
since e i s a r b i t a a r y , we ge t f i n a l l y 
oo d 
l im I J ~ ( x ) dx = 0 
o >1 ^^ 
This proves the theorem. 
CKiiPTER VI 
ON (K,l,o() METHOD OF SUMMAHELITY 
6 , 1 Let 2 Ejj b© a given i n f i n i t e se r i e s \tfith s^ ^ 
as i t s n - th p a r t i a l sum. We denote by S^ the n- th cesaro 
sum of order Jc. The se r i e s 2 a^ i s said to be summable 
ok 
( c ,k ) to the sum s , i f lim n ~ g and harmonic 
n-^oo .k * 
summable to s, i f t ^ -»• s, as n o®, where t j j = — 
log (nH) n 
= — I 2 p s^, pn = - i - and 
l o g ( n H ) v=o "" " n+1 
An = ( n ) , k > - 1 . 
1) 
The se r ies 2 a^ i s said to be summable (K, l ) to the 
sum s, i f the se r ies 
oo ir s in nu 
2 ajj X du, 
TT n=l t tan u/2 
converges in some i n t e r v a l o < t < t ^ , to a funct ion f( t ) 
and lim t ) = s . 
o 
2) 
Hirokawa bas recent ly extended the above d e f i n i t i o n of 
Zygmund, by introducing a parameter c(. According to him, 
a ser ies 2 a^j i s said to be summable (K,l,c() to s , i f the 
se r i e s 
i • 
- 1 o(+l c< TT s in nx 
(6 .1 .1 ) F(c<,t) = B^  t S Sjj X dx 
n=l t tan x /g 
1) Zygmund, A. f ] 
2) Hirokawa, H. [aS"] 
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V a « = - 1 
U + i y ' ^ s in (c<+l)ir/2 - 1 < < o 
, 1 o( = o 
The above method (K,l,c<) reduces to (K, l ) f o r c< = - 1 , 
I t has been proved by Izumi t ha t f o r Foureer s e r i e s 
summability (K, l ) i s equivalent to the summability (R^) . 
o) Since i t i s known ' tha t f o r Four ier s e r i e s summability 
( R , l ) and (Ri) are mutually e x l m s i v e , i t fol lows t ha t i n 
general , siimmability ( K , l ) ar»i ( R , l ) are also independant 
of each o t h e r . 
3) 
I t may be remarlted tha t Hirokawa has obtained a number 
of p rope r t i e s which are s imi lar to t ha t of summability 
( R , l , c ( ) i . e . Riemann-Cesaro summability, 
^QCt3,Qp A 
6 .2 Concerning summability (R,l,o<) we praved the 
following theorem i n Chapter I I I . 
Theorem A : I f 2 a^ i s harmonic summable and i f 
( 6 . 2 . 1 ) W = 2 i T y - Ty^il = 0 ( l o g n ) , n 
v=l 
1) Izumi, S. Cbl ] 
2) Hardy, G.H. and Rogosin^ci, W.W, [ao] 
3) Hirokawa, H. [ i S ] 
then 2 a^ i s suramatCLe (R,l,o<) f o r - 1 < «< < o . 
In theorem 1 of t h i s sect ion we shal l show that t h i s 
r e s u l t remains va l id , also f o r summaMlity (K,l,c<)• 
Concerning the summability (R , l ) Sunouchi^^ proved the 
following theorem. 
Theorem B : I f 




L f z l o <o( < 1 , 
v=n V 
then the ser ies 2 a^j i s siimmable (R, l ) to zero . 
This resu l t was subsequently generalized by Hirokawa 
and Sunouchi^^. Their r e s u l t includes Theorem B f o r p = 1 
and Y = of • ^be r e s u l t proved by them i s as follows : 
Theorem C. I f 
V 
(6 .2 .2 ) S^ = 0(n ) , o < Y < p , 
and 
(6 .2 .3 ) S i ^ L = 
vsn * 
y 
Where o < <S < 1, B > o, and ^ = 1 - - - - then the se r i e s 
- p 
1 a^ i s suramable (R , l ) to zero . 
1) Sunouchi, G. [ S i ] 
2) Hirokawa, H. and Sunouchi, G, [ ^ 7 ] 
Late r on i n 1954 Kanno^^ extenied Theorem C to the 
summability (R,p) fo r i n t e g r a l values of p by e s t ab l i sh ing 
the following r e s u l t . 
Theorem D : Let p be a pos i t ive i n t e g e r . Suppose t h a t 
(6 .2 .2 ) holds and 
(6 .2 .4 ) ? i ! ! L = 
v=n V 
where o < o < l and 6 • Then S a„ i s 
p+1 ' p 
summable (R,p) to zero . 
I t i s c l ea r that Theorem D includes , as a special case , 
f o r p = 1 the above theorem of Hirokawa and Sunouchi. 
The above re su l t of Kanno was subsequently p a r t i a l l y 
generalized by Hirokawa who consider the summabilitv ( R , p , o ( ) , 
- 1 < c< < o . His r e s u l t i s given below. 
Theorem E : Let p be a posi t ive odd i n t e g e r . I f the condit ion 
00 
(6 .2 .2 ) and (6 .2 .4) are s a t i s f i e d then the se r i e s 2 a^ i s 
1 summable (R,p,o<) to zero where - 1 < < 0 . 
In Theorem 2 we have obtained the correspor»iing r e s u l t 
f o r the summability (K,l,o<), - 1 < oc < 0 . 
1) Kanno, K. [ ] 
Our theorems are as follows : 
THEOREM 1 . Under the hvpotheges of Theorem A, 2 a^ I s 
^ummatile ( K , l , c < ) , - 1 < o( < 0 . 
THEOREM 2. I f ( 6 , 2 , 2 ) ( 6 , 2 , 3 ) hold, then 2 a^ U 
simmable (K,l,c<) ^ ^ r o f o r " l < < 0 , 
6*3 As in Chapter I I I we write 
00 -1 oo 
(6 .3 .1 ) ( S P n ^ n ) = ( S C q X ^ ) , 
n=o n=o 
then we have 
(6 .3 .2 ) sn = J ^ T^ 
and 
n 
(6 .3 .3 ) an = 2 V l ) . 
v=l 
f 
The following est imates are well known^\ 
(6 .3 .4 ) 
r ( i ) cn = Q ( ) 
n log^ n 
( i i ) d_ = 2 c^ = O ( — i ) . 
v=o log n 
We need the following leismas fo r the proof of our 
theorems. 
1) Riesz, M. Iyengar, K.SJC. [ i o ] j Varshney, 0.P,C5«f] 
1) «> bv 
m m k 1 • Let Jn = s ~ > ^bere b^ = T^ - T ^ l , 
v=n ^ 
Tv = OClog v) ^ 
n 
2 I T^ - V l ' = Q^log n . 
Then 
( 6 . 3 ^ ) Jn = 0( log n/n) , 
and 
/ 
(6 .3 .6 ) = 2 = OClog n), n . n 1 V 
IT si n nu 
I'SS^A 2 . Lai 0 ( n , t ) = J d\i . Then 
t tan u/2 
(6 .3 .7 ) 0 (n , t ) = 0 ( ) , 
and. ^m-1 
(6 .3 .8 ) A 0 ( n , t ) = O ( ~ ) , vhere t 0 ( n , t ) 
denotes the m-th d l f fe rsnce jof 0 ( n , t ) with respect to n 
^nd m JLs ^ non^negative l ,pteger. 
"T sin nu 
PEOOF. 0 ( n , t ) = S du 
t tan 
= ( tan t /2 ) i" sin nu du, t < ^ < ir 
t 
/ 4. r cos nu = ( t an t /2 ) L J. n t 
1) Varshney, O.P. [ 6o J . 
9 4 
Again 
ir s in nu 
u s in nu - s in ( nvi)u 
= J du 
t tan «/2 
tr 2 cos(n + s in V o 
= . J 2 ^^ 
t tan 
w 
= - J (cos (n+l)u + cos nu) du 
s in ( n + l ) t sin nt 
= t [ + ] 
(n<-l)t nt 
Hence 
m _ m-l s in (n+ l ) t sinCnt) 
A 0 ( n , t ) = a " " A 0 ( n , t ) = t A 
(rH-l)t n t 
.m-l 
= O ( ~ ) , by vir tue of the f a c t tha t 
n 
nt . 
LMMA 3 . IifiJb G j t ) s= t Z 0 ( n , t ) , - 1 < o( < o 
n=v 
msM 
(6 .3 .9 ) GvCt) = O C v " ^ ) , 
k t ^ (6 .3 .10) A"" G^(t) = 0 ( ~ ) , 
1) Obreschkoff, N. [ 4 3 ] . 
95 
PBOOF, The proof i s analogus to tha t of a lemma of 
Hirokawa^^, 
• . T v+ P oo 
Let Gv(t) = ( 2 + 2 ) == IJn + Up, say 
^ n=y v+ p+l ^ 
^hsr© P = [ I 3 • 
Now by (6,S,8) we have fo r - 1 < «< < 
o(+l oo oC-1 
Ug = t 2 ^ A 0 ( n , t ) 
n=v+ P+l 
^ - 1 oo ^.X 
= 0(1f^ X v + e + 1) 2 (n-v) ) 
n = v + P + l 
and on applying Abel's transformation to U^ we have 
o(+l p oc-1 
U, = t 2 A 0(n+v, t ) 
J- n=o " 
0(+l P - 1 0(+l o( 
« t s Ajj A 0(in-v,t) + t A p 0 ( P + v , t ) 
n=o ' 
P i * 1 
= OCt"^ "^ ^ i; A^  (n+vf + CCv-l ) 
n=o " 
= oct'^'^^ + o ( v ^ i ) = oiv'h 
"1 Hence t ) = O (v J for - 1 < o( < o . When o( = o 
Gy( t ) s t 0 ( v , t ) = 0( i ) . Similarly we have the r e s u l t 
. » 
when o( = - 1 , 
1) Hirokawa, H. [ ^ 3 ] . 
9 6 
Now 
ocH oo rf-l 
Q^t) ^ t Z t 0 ( n , t ) 
n=v n-v 
CO 
= t^" - E 0(rH-v,t) 
n=o n 
hence 
o<+l CO - ^ ^ 
A^ Gv(t) = t 2 a ; A 0(tt<-v,t) = 0 ( ) , 
n=o " v-
by using the method of proof of ( 6 , 3 , 9 ) , 
oo 
LSMMA4. Lai M ^ ) = 2 Gp(t ) . then 
n=v 
(6 .3 .11) K j t ) = O (v"^ t - 1 ) . 
PBDOF. We have 
2: G ( t ) = t'^"-' 2 T A ~ 0(K,t ) 
n=v k= 
' oo Ir 1 
= 2 0(n*-T,t) 
n=v p=o ^ 
o® o(-i oo 
= t^ 2 A^ 2) 0 ( n t r , t ) 
r=o n=v 
The change of order of summation can be e a s i l y j u s t i f i e d 
To prove the lemma, we f i r s t prove tha t 
oo 
Yv+r(t) = 2 0 ( n f r , t ) = O ((vH-rr^ t - 2 ) 
n=v 
We have 
oo oo ir s in(n+r,x) . 
n=v n=v t ^an % 
00 
2 1 < f — . ; s in(n+r,x)dx, < if, 
n=v tan V2 t 
= ( t an Vg) 2 C - ^ 3 
n=v n+r t 
= 0 ( ) , 
(w-r) 
cos nt o / 1 since S = C ( ) , 
n nt 
Now we wri te fo r - 1 < << < 0 
o(+l o(-l p 00 
^ r i o ^ V say. 
We have , o<+l oc-l - 1 
= 0 ( t 2 r (v+r) t ^ ) 
2 r= p +1 
= 0 ( ( v 4 . p + i ) ^ ) 
and 
vt 
= 0 ( t"^ ) . 
Hence (6 .3 ,11) follows fo r - 1 < o( < 0 , The r e s t d t f o r 
o( = 0 , - 1 i s qui te obvious. 
9 8 
LilMMA 5 . IX S^ = 0 ( n ) , then have 
o(+l <» ~ 
t 2 S 0 ( n , t ) = 2 S n G ( t ) , 
n=l ^ n=l " 
where 
o(+l o(-l 
Gn(t) = t 2 A. „ 0(lv»,t) ( - l < o ( < 0 ) 
7=11 
PBDOF, . . . 
o(+l o( " <=<-1 
t 2 S^ 0 ( n , t ) = t 2 0 ( n , t ) 2 A^  , a 
n=l ^ n=l ^ 
= t 2 Sy. X A ^ t 0 ( n , t ) 
n=k 
00 
2 GU t ) . 
k=l 
Here we shal l prove that the change of order o f summation 
i s j u s t i f i e d . For t h i s purpose i t i s s u f f i c i e n t to prove 
that for fixed t > o 
N 00 o<-l 
In r 2 Sjc 2 A ^ v = 0 ( 1 ) , as N . 
k=l n=N+l * 
Using Abel's transformation we have 
N-l 1 ^ o(-2 1 ^^  
= 2 s^ 2 A <zl(n,t) + S^ 2 A „ 0 ( n , t ) 
- 1 
k=l ^ 
= 0(1) as N . 
9 9 
LSMMA6. IX Sn ->0 a j n then the convergence 
o o " d f - l o o 
Jlf 2 ajj kn( t) impH,les fijaflvSJESgjase SH \ Sn Gjj( t ) 
n=l n=l 
and oo oo 




PBDOF. Since, 2 Sy Gy^  t ) = 2 a^ k^ C t ) - % k ^ i C t ) 
v=l v=l 
we have ^ 
2 s^ G^ t ) = 2 ay k ^ t ) . 
v=l v=l 
oo 
WmA 7 . Let YyC t ) = 2 c ^ k n + v ^ t ) , then 
n=o 
(6 .3 .12) ^ S t ) = O ( ) , T = [ i ] , o < t < 1, I * Vt 1 ncr T ^ 
and 
t l o g T 
(6 .3 .13) A® YvCt) = 0 ( = ) , 
^ V log T 
^l^ere m I s ^ non-negative in teger and A® t ) denotes 
-the m-th d i f fe rence of Yy( t ) with respect to v . 





2 V n=o 
oo ^m-l A 2 V n=o 
oo 







a t + 2 = Nn + Nr,, say. 
n=o T+1 "" 
Now using (6 ,3 ,4) (1) 
o o ^ oo t™"^ 
- - 1 T fM-1 
= O (t®"^ Cv+ T+1) ) = O ( ) l o g r V log T 
Again applying Abel* s transformation and using ( 6 . 3 . 4 ) ( i i ) 
we have 
= V v it) g ^ ^ , ( t ) 
T - l - t " t""^ 
= 0 ( 2 3= ) + 0 ( ) 
n=o log n (nfv) (V+t) logT 
^.m-l = 0 ( ) . V l o g T 
The proof of (6 ,3 .12) i s s imilar and hence omit ted. 
LEMMA Let and W(n) be non-decreasing funct ions 
n . 
( i ) Sn = 0 ( V ( n ) ) . a ^ 
( i i ) S^ = o(W(n)), then f o r o < o( < r , 
n . , • ^ 
. o</r 
1) Dix^n, A.L, and Fe r ra r , WX. [ 3 
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e A PBDOF OF THEOREM 1 , We suppose, as we may 
without l o s s of any genera l i ty , tha t T^ ^ = o(iog n) as n o®. 
By vi r tue of Lemma 5 , we have, « 
o^C-frl oo ^ oo 2 Sj, 0( n, t ) = S q GqC t ) 
n==l n—1 
Again, ^ 
sn. k n + l ( t ) = V i ( t ) 2 c ^ ^ T ^ 
(rn-l) t v=l (i>-v) log2(n-v) n t 
n^ v=l V log'^(Mvt) 
- 0 ( ) = o ( l ) , as n-^oo, f o r f ixed t > o . 
nt 
Therefore by vir tue of Lemma 6 i t i s s u f f i c i e n t to prove 
t h a t 2 an kn( t ) converges i n o < t < t^ and tends to 
zero as t -+ + o . Now 
oo n 
(6 .4 .1 ) V t ) ^ ^ W ^ v - V l > 
The change of order of summation i s j u s t i f i e d f o r , 
oo oo 
s I W l l 21 Icj , k ^ ^ ( t ) | 
1 0 2 
o o 0 0 n 
(n+-v) 
OO 
= 0 ( 2 1 I Tv - I ) 
V=1 
n 
How 2 4 I'^v - V l ^ = O ( 1 ) , n as shown in 
v=l 
chapter I I I . 
Thus the se r ies (6•4 ,1) converges absclutBly, 
OO OO 
Let F ( t ) = X (T - T 1 ^ ^ k_( t ) 
v=l n=v " ° 
OO 
Now we choose a posi t ive nxraiber / a , put n 
and wr i te 
[ A ^ i ] 
n 
F( t ) = ( 2 + 2 ) (T - V j ^ ) ^ t ) = X- + X say^. 
v=l v=n+l 
Applying Lemma 7, and Abel* s t ransformation we get 
Xg = 0 
OO 
T I 2 1 / v J '^v - V l I ^ l o g T Vrn+1 ^^^ V-X J 
= 0 
00 l o g V 
1 
t l o g T n+1 v<vfl) 
J 0( log n nt log T ) 
0 ( ) nt logT 
l o g M o (1) 
-f f i 
0 3 
Also by Lemma 
Xi = 2 ( . J ^ l ) V Yv^ 
n 
v=l ^ 
V YvC t ) - ( v-1) YvwiC t ) j - n J J^ i Yn( t ) 
n 
= ^ J v Y v - i ( ^ ) - ^ J y 0( " ) v=l V^l n t l o g T 
^ 0( " ) + 0( ) + 0( ) . 
l o g T log T nt l o g T 
Hence X =Mlog/i . . 0(1) + log/A .0(1) + • ^ ^^ A* o ( l ) 
1 
as t + 0 , Therefore, 
lira sup \ nt)\ < k - i S ^ , 
being a r b i t r a r i l y l a r g e , we get f i n a l l y 
lim F( t ) = 0 • 
o 
This proves Theorem 1 , 
6 ,5 PBDOF OF THEOREM 3• By the condi t ion (6»2.S) 
w© have S|j = and then using ( 6 . 2 . 2 ) an4 D i x o n 
Ferr«.r* s convexity theorem (Lemma 8 ) , we ha"VB 
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(6 .5 .2 ) S^ . 0( ) 0 < v < p 
Therefore fo r tbe proof of the tteorpm i t i s s u f f i c i e n t 
to prove that Z Sn G^ C t ) converges in 0 < t < to and i t s 
l i m i t i s aero as t + 0 . Let m = [p3+l. 
How 
oo N+xa oo 
2 Sn G ( t ) = 2; + 2 = % + say. 
n=l n n = l N+uh-I 
where N = [ ( e t ) and € being an a r b i t r a r i l y fixed 
posi t ive number and 0"= * 
Using Abel* s t r ans foma t ion we have 
oo oo CO 
¥ = £ a ^ i 2 G^ t ) + 2 t ) 
oo I f. 
= 0 ( t"^ X ' 1 ) + 0 ( t - 1 ) 
n=N n 
.1 5 -1 1 o-( l -5) 
= o ( f ^ N. ) (Gt) ) = 0 ( e ) 
Now by the repeated use of Abel ' s t ransformation m-times 
we have 
N m m m y v-l 
= ^1 ,1 ^1 ,2 » say. 
By (6 .5 .2 ) and the lemma 3 we get f o r o < v < m - 1 
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%+m.v+l ^ GN+m-vM = 0(nK ^ t ^ l r ^ ) 
= o( t^ -
Y )/B 
= 0( t ) = 0(1) as t + 0, 
m , m+Y -3 and fo r v = m vfe has® S^ = 0(n ) 
^ (-m5 + p-Y+(5} 
i l f (P^l-m) 
= 0 ( t - ) = 0(1) as 0 . 
Hence W^^ g^ = 0(1) as t + d . I f p i s a pos i t ive 
i n t e g e r we use Abel* s transformation p-tinses only and get 
the required r e s u l t , 
m m-B-l P Using the i d e n t i t y S„ = 2 A S ve have 
" p=l '^P P 
p=l ^ n=p i^P 
N p+T K-T-1 N N p+I 
p=l n=p p=l n=p+T + 1 p = N-T+l n=N+l 
= Pi + -
1 0 6 
Now applying Lemma 3 
N B , P+T m-p-1 . 1 -
P. = O ( Z I / I 2 „ n ^ t® ) 
^ P=1 P n=p 
= 0 ( t P 2 p -1 I s ^ M ) 
= 0 (tP 1 ) ) = 0( / N^  ) 
p=l 
= 0( tf ; t ' ^ ^ ) = 0 (1 ) , t + 0 . 
Also 
Pa = ^ [ A::^-^ 
P=1 P\^n=p+T+i ^ ^ ^ 
- x- . -T, . 2 A , ) 
. o ( I \ i \ t - s - ^ ) 
p=i p 
p=i ^ 
t o ? 
p=l P " p=l P 
= 0(fP N ) = 0 (1 ) , t + 0 . 
F ina l ly we have 
N 6 P+T m-p-1 m 
P3 = 2 Sn 2 A A G j t ) 
p=N-T+l P n=N+l n-p ° 
^ N , B . m-B-1 - , 
= 0 ( 2 1 s M 2 A J , n-3- ) 
= O ( t?" N-i 2 I S^  I An, ^ ) 
psN-T+l P ^ 
=0( t? N"i J ^ l S p ^ ) = 0(t?^ N ) = 0(1) , t + 0 . 
Thus a 0(1) and consequently Wj^  = o(J) 
We have already shown that 'W2 = 0 ( 6 ) 
Xhrefoie, 
00 
lim sup ! 2 
0 n=l 
^ ^ s  ^ Sn GQ(t) | = Q ( e ) . 
Since S i s a r b i t r a r y posi t ive number we have 
lim ? S_ Gn( t ) = 0 , 
t^ + o nsl " 
This e s t a b l i s h e s the proof of Theorem 2 , 
SECTION B 
theorem d\3e to Hirokawa^\ 
6 ,6 In t h i s section we shal l generalize the following 
re   
Theorem F. I f 
( 6 . 6 .1 ) S - s = 0( ) , 6 > 0 . 
( log n) 
Then 2 an i s siiramable (K,l,a() to s , when - 1 < o( < 0» 
I t i s c lea r tha t (6 .6 ,1 ) implies that 
n n 
(6 .6 .2 ) £ l s _ - s l = 0( TTT ) , 6 > 0 . 
v=l ^ ( log 
However the converse need not be t r u e . Therefore the 
qnestion a r i s e s whether Theorem F remains trtte e ^ n when 
we talte the l i g h t e r c o a l i t i o n , namely ( 6 . 6 . 2 ) . I n t h i s 
sect ion we shal l show tha t answer to t h i s prol^Lem i s i n 
the a f f i rma t ive . As a matter of f a c t we shall prove a s t i l l 
more general theorem. 
THEOBSM 3 . jC^ 
(6 .6 .3 ) Z Is^ - s I = 0(nl >> ^ 
v=l 
oo I V I 
(6.6 A) i i ) ^^ <«>, (ii);^ n ^ 
oo 
( i i i ) 2 1 = + » 
n=l 
« • then 2 ajj i s summaiaLe ( K , l , o ( ) ^ s , when - 1 < < 0 . 
PROOF OF THE TEIEOBEM : We assume as we may, "without 
any l o s s of genera l i ty that s = o . Since = 0 (n ) , we 
have by vir tue of Lemma 5 * 
0(+l 00 o( oo 
t 2 S„ 0 ( n , t ) = 2 SyG ( t ) . 
n=l » v=l V 
Therefore f o r the proof of our theorem i t i s s u f f i c i e n t 
to prove tha t 2 Sy Gy< t ) converges i n o < t < t^ and 
i t s l i m i t as t + 0 i s zero . 
We wri te 
oo p oo 
2 S„ G„( t ) = £ + 2 = M, + Mj,, say, 
v=l v=l p+1 ^ 
whe re P = f ^ J 
By v i r tue of Lemma 3 we have 
oo oo 
Mg = 2 Sy Gy( t ) = O ( 2 — ^ ) 
^ vsf+ 1 * ^ , f>+l 
I s j 
V 
and 
N I S j N-1 V , , . N . 
- ^ ^ I s ^ 
P+1 V=1 
-.Oil l i y . O ( ^ ) . 




I Syl ^ , ~ \ 
2 - f - = 0 ( r ) + 0( ;ip ) 
1 ^ V =P+1 V . ' 
Applying Abel* s transformation P P - 1 1 1 
= ^v ^^ "" ^ ^ ^ ^v^ t ) + ^ G^ ( t ) 
= 0( p t J ^ ^ ) + 0( M ^ l ) 
Making t + o we have the required r e s u l t . 
This proves Theorem 3 , 
CHAPTER VII 
ON THE SIMMABILITY iC,o(ijj. OF A POWER SERIES 
? • ! Let 21 an be a given i n f i n i t e s e r i e s with s^ as i t s 
n-th p a r t i a l sum. We denote the n- th (C,o() 
means of the sequences [s '^^  and ^n a^^ r e ^ e c t i v e l y , A s e r i e s 
2 a i s said to be summaWLe i c , o ( | , o( > -1, i f 2 I a ? - , ! < o®. n . . ' ' ' n n-1 * 
and summable Ic^od^, k > 1 , o( > - 1 , i f 
k-1 k ^ ^  
( 7 . 1 . 1 ) Z n 1 1 < oo . 
ae < o( 
By virtue of tlB i d e n t i t y t^ = n( - t^® 
condi t ion ( 7 . 1 . 1 ) i s eqtaivalent to 
( 7 . 1 . 2 ) 2 < . 
n 
« 
I t i s evident that summability 1 C,o(|, i s 
the same as t t e 
summability lc,o(l , However, f o r k > 1 , i t i s known that 
summability | C , c < | and summability lc,o(lj^ are independent o f 
each o ther , 
7»2 In the study of absolute Cesaro swnmability o f power 
s e r i e s 
c» n 
( 7 . 2 . 1 ) f ( z ) = Z a^ z; = 2 e"^® 
n=o n=o " 
1) F l e t t , TM . C ^S"]. 
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On i t s c i r c l e of convergence, one may s t a r t v?ith a supposition 
about the function f( z) in the neighbourhood of a point on the 
c i r c l e and about the c o e f f i c i e n t s . A r e su l t of t h i s kind was 
obtained by Chow^\ Who proved the following r e s u l t . 
Theorem A. I f the radius of convergence of the se r i e s (7 ,2 .1 ) 
i s uni ty and i f 
(7 .2 .2 ) a j^ = O (n^) , r > - 1 
• * 
then the se r ies (7 .2 .1) i s summabLe lc,c<| f o r every «< > r + 1, 
a t every regular point of f( z) on the un i t c i r c l e . 
Later on he^^ obtained a necessary and su f f i c i en t condition 
fo r sianmability I C,o(| pf the se r ies 2 a^j e".^ ® under a l i g h t e r 
condit ion, naraaly 2 n""^  1 an I < . His resiiLt i s as fol lows: 
In the sequel we assume that the radius of convergence of power 
* 
ser ies (7 .2 .1 ) i s uni ty and the nrth (C,o() mean of the sequence 
[ n a ^ e - ^ ® ] i s ( t > i 
Theorem B. Let © be a point within an arc ( K j p ) on the un i t * 
c i r c l e . I f oc > o and 2 n"^ 1 a J < o® , the necessary and 
su f f i c i en t condition that the se r i e s 2 a^ e*^® should be 
summabLe |c,o<l i s that 
1) Chow, H.C. [ S ] 
2) Chow, H.C, [ q ] 
11 J 
oo 3 —of - • • 
(7 .2 .2 ) r 1 - z ) + Co+ C.z] < oo 
n=l Y ^ -J 
where I zl = r = 1 - and C^ = C^(fi) and C^^ = C^C©) are 
ce r t a in constants ioiependent of n. 
In t h i s chapter we propose to study the corresponding 
problem f o r ^mmabili ty |C,o(|jj,. 
In what follows we shal l prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Let 6 M A JSlQt within Ml SIS. (Y,p the u n i t 
c i r c l e . X£ << > o Jfid 
k 
, I n 
nie 
(7 .2 .4 ) 2 1 1 < o o , l £ > X , 
the necessary and suff ic ient- condit ion tha t the se r ies 21 a^ ^ e 
should be s^^^mable lC,o(ljj. th^t 
oo ' ' ^ 
(7 .2 .5 ) 2 n^'^ \ \ p i z ) + + C^z] z'^ dz\ < «> 
n=l 
where \ z\ = 7 1 = 1 - i and C^ and Cj^  are funct ions of © but 
Indgpgndfnt qX n . 
I t may be remarked that condit ion (7 .2 .4 ) i s necessary fo r 
the summability lc,o(lj^ of 2 a^ Also fo r k = 1 our 
theorem includes Theorem B of Chow. 
1) F l e t t , TM. ' [ i r ] . 
1 1 4 
7.3 PBOOF OF THE THEOREM, We have 
oo 
f( z) = 2 a^ z^ 
n=o 
so tha t 
ze^® ) = 2 n a„ e^^^ 
n=o 
consequently I t follow* that 
An t ^ («) 2 
( 1 - a ) 
Denoting the c i r c l e !zl = r < l by C we observe that 
» n ^ 2Tri c :— 
i(nh=()e ^ 
e - f (z)<iz . 
J -^i:—r. rf 
2trl c z''(ei®-z) 
Hence 2 ° ^^ = S ^ r I J '1 . 
We write 
QCz) = (e^^-z)"^ 
where C^ and Cj^  are defined by the r e l a t ions 
I 
(7 .3 .1 ) ) = ) = 0 
1 1 5 
SO tha t Cq and Cjl, depend on Q but are independent of n. 
Since 
k 
l a J 
< A 2 —=— < 
J MA 
by vi r tue of ( 7 . 2 . 4 ) , i t follows tha t the se r ies S a^ ^ e 
i s summable 1G,o<1jj i f f 
N , Q( Z) , K 
(7 .3 .2 ) 2 1 ^ 1 I f (2)d2 - — d z l < oo , 
n = l n ( A ' l ) ^ C' z n 
Divide C in to two pa r t s : C^^ f o r which y < arg z < p and Cg^ * 
The theorem follows i f we show tha t 
(7 .3 .3 ) 2 — r r r r " I ^ f ' ^ z ) Q ( z ) 2 " " d z l < 0 ° . 
n=l n^"^^ Cg 
Let us write z^ = r e^^ > zg = r e ^ . , Then , since 
by the condit ion (7 .3 .1) Q»(e^) as r 1 
• z r ' -eioc 
we have 
IQ(Z3^)I < (1 - r ) { l Q U e ^ ) | + A] 
= n-1 [ i Q ' ( e ^ ) 1 + A} 
116 
and s imi la r ly 
iQCzg)^ ^ 1 + a ] , 
where A denotes a constant not necessar i ly the same a t each 
occurrence. 
U ^ 




(7 .3 .5 ) FqCz) - = r Fj^Cz) dz , 
where Zq i s some point o ther than the o r ig in ins ide the 
c i r c l e C. 
In tegra t ing "we ha r^e 
I X f U z ) z ' V z M z l I [F,(z)Q(z)]^^ I +ICF2(Z)Q'(Z)]^^ I 
+ I ; F ( z ) q « » ( z ) d z I 
< 1 Fj^Czj^) Q(z^)i + 1FI(Z2)q(Z2)I 
+ |F2(z i )Q ' (ZI ) |+ |F2(Z2)Q'(Z2)! 
+ IX F2Cz)Q'K(z)dz I 
Co 
= Li + Lg + Lg + L4 +L5, say. 
I t i s therefore s u f f i c i e n t to prove tha t 
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oo 
X n - ^ - ' ^ ^ l L j < 0 ° , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 . 
oo 
L e t ' 5 - ( n ) = 2 
m=l 
r " ' ^ , then i f z i s on C^ we have 
! F - ( z ) I < 2 e I Z - Z J 2 
J- Ta=l 
< A + A "^C n) 
since I z '^ l = (1 - - < 2 e • Therefore n 
2 1 Lil < n ^ I Q( zi)l [ A + A ^ ^ 
n=l n=l 
(7 .3 .6 ) 
cx3 . , o o ] 
< A 2 n-k A 2 X 
" n=l 1 ^ 
< A + A 2 n 
~ -l-ock-k ~ ( 2 ml ) 
ni=l 
k m-1 c o ^ , o o v 
< A + A 2 "" 2 m I a^ jl r 
< A + A 2 ^J 2 m l^ J 





oo k I m-1, 
A + A 2 m I sul J ( 1 - r ) r dp 
m=l o 
k - 1 . f U k + l ) ITHH-I) A + A 2 m 1 aL_l r r 
m=l ^ TTc<k+l+m) 
j . 1 
= A+ A 2 m ^ - ^ a ^ l ^ < oo , 
m—1 
by vir tue of the condit ion ( 7 , 2 , 4 ) , 
Similarly 2 n 1 I < <» . 
Next^^ 
® % m-n . „ . z = S ^ z + n a log 
ir«^ n m-n " Zq 
and 
2 in^n,n-l (m-n)(m-»«-l) 
+ (n-l)an.-, log + n an g( z) 
vhere g(z) = z log — + z^ - z , 
Z q 
We write r = 1 - and n 
^ , , m- rH-1 
n-2 2n ml ajjjl r 
IF (z) I < ^o(n) = S + 2 + 2 
2 "" . m=l m^nfl m=2n+l I m-nl I m-n+ll 
+ A q (1 a^-il + I a J ) n 
Since Q (z) i s bounded on Cg we have 
1 1 9 




^ A 2 1 A ? 
1 ^ n^l 
= Sj^  + + + A, say. 
1 1 m=l fm-n! im-n+1 
v k k 
n^S m^la-,1 n-2 Jin-nrH)k' f i 
< A n^^ ^ 2 ^ ( 2 1 ) 
1 m=l (n-m)( n-m+l) 'm»l (n-m)(n-m+l) 
< A 2 m I a j^l 
m-1 n-: m+2 (n-m)(n-nH-l) 
< A 2 m ' %! I < > 
m=l 
2 < A 2 2 ^ ) 
^ n=l iQ=n+l (m-n)(m-oH) 




00 1 OO k-o<k-l , k 
< A S 2 (ntv) 
< , 
So < A 2 n ( 2 S ) 
" n=l in=2rn-l (in-n)(m-n+l) 
00 oo , k 
A 2 ( 2 m ) 
1 m=l -
<oo , 
as proved in ( 7 , 3 , 6 ) , 
Similar ly 
1 
Fina l ly , since Q " ( z ) i s bounded on Cg 
oo 
2 I f c j " < " . 
OO 
< A 2 ^ l ( n ) 
as shown i n tbs previous case . 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
CHAPTER VIII 
ABSOLUTE CESARO SIMM ABILITY FACTORS OF FOURIER SERIES 
8 . 1 Let E a^ be a given i n f i n i t e sejries with- Sj^  
as i t s n-th p a r t i a l sum. We denote by s^ ^ and t^ the 
n-th Cesaro means of order o<(c< > - 1 ) of the sequences {s^^ 
and t^^ "^  r e s p e c t i v e l y , where t^ ^ = n a^ .^ 
The fol lowing i d e n t i t i e s are wel l known^^: 
o( o( o< 
( 8 . 1 . 1 ) t^ = n( Sjn -
o<+l o< o(+l 
( 8 . 1 . 2 ) t = (o< + 1) ( S - S ) . n n n 
The s e r i e s 2 a^ i s said to be abso lu te ly sciininable 
( C , o ( ) or summable lc ,o(l , o( > - 1 i f s^ i s a sequence 
of bounded var ia t ion , that i s , i f 
. =< , 2) 
( 8 . 1 . 3 ) 2 1 Sn - S J <00 . " n - l 
A s e r i e s I. a^ i s sa id to be Abel summable o r simmable"^^ 
(A) t o the sum s , i f 2 a^ x'^ i s convergent i n o < x < 1 
and l im f ( x ) = s , where f ( x ) i s the sum of the s e r i e s 
XH-l-O 
I. a^ xn . 
1) Kogbetl iantz, E, [^4] 
2) Fekete, M. [ | i ] , - Kagbetl iantz, E. [34], [ hSJ 
3) Abel, N.H. [ . 
1 9 ? A. f ^ Nil 
I t i s said to be a b s o l u t e l y Abel siimmable or 
summable^^l A1 i f I, a^ x^i i s convergent i n o _< x < 1 
and i t s sim f u n c t i o n f ( x ) i s of bounded v a r i a t i o n i n ( 0 , 1 ) . 
A seqiBnc©' i s said to be convex i f o , 
n = 1 , 2 , w h e r e = ^ n ' ^ w - l i ^^ ^ ^ = ^ i t . , 
Let f ( t ) be a p e r i o d i c f u n c t i o n with per iod 2ir and 
i n t e g r a b l e i n the sense of Lebesgue over (- ' i r , i r ) . We assume, 
as we may, wi thou t l o s s of any g e n e r a l i t y t h a t 
oo oo 
2 ( a^ cos n t + b^ s i n n t ) = 2 A^i t ) 
n=l n=l 
i s the Four i e r s e r i e s of f C t ) . 
VJe use the f o l l o w i n g n o t a t i o n s and i d e n t i t i e s ; 
IZi(t) = = i [ f ( x + t ) + f ( x - t ) - 2 f ( x ) ] , 
2 
" ^ ^ 2 t + . . . + cos n t = s in (nf g ) t ^ 
2 
n T IT 
Sn(x) = 2 Av(x) = i X-
v=l o 
IT 
2 s in ^ 
f ( x + t ) + f ( x - t ) - 2 f ( x ) Dn(t)dt 
= 2 ! 0(t) 
ir o 
and 
i n . 
Kn(t)= - 2 V ^^f cos v t . n 
1) Wf^ittaker, J.M. [64-]. 
-f Q 
1 O 
8 . 2 Concerning the abso lu te summability f a c t o r s 
of a Fou r i e r s e r i e s , Prasad^^ had proved the fo l lowing 
theorem : 
Theorem A: ^ n • i s any one of the sequences 
- l - € - 1 -1-G 
( 8 . 2 . 1 ) ( log n) ( log n) ( l og l o g n) , . . . 
- 1 - 1 -1 
( log n) ( log l o g n) ( l og log . . . . log^_^n) 
- 1 - e 
( l o g l o g . . . . l O g p H ) , e > o , 
oo 
then T A^ ^ A^ ( t ) i s summable 1 AI a t every p o i n t t = x 
where 
T t 
( 8 . 2 . 2 ) $ ( t ) = J 1 )g(u)l du = o ( t ) , 
o 
and, t h e r e f o r e , almost everywhere. 
Izumi and Kv/ata^^ extended the above theorem a i n the 
fo l lowing form. 
Theorem B. I t - i s a convex sequence such t h a t 
X^JL^ <0°, then S/^n An(t) i s summable 1 a! a t every 
' n 
p o i n t t = X, where ( 8 . 2 . 2 ) h o l d s . 
In 1948, Cheng^^ obtained a g e n e r a l i z a t i o n of theorem A 
i n the sense t h a t he replaced summability 1 AI by 1 G1 . 
1) Prasad , B.N. [Ht] 
2) Izumi, S. and Kwata, T. [2>1] 
3) Cheng, M.T. [ f e ] . 
• ' I ( ) 
-L 
He proved the fo l lowing theorem : 
Theorem C : I f . ^^^ i s any of the sequences i n ( S . 2 . 1 ) 
and ( 8 . 2 . 2 ) ho lds , then 1 \ i s summable ! C,o<l f o r 
every <=( > 1 . 
L a t e r on, Pati^^proved the fo l lowing theorem which 
i n c l u d e s , as p a r t i c u l a r c a s e s , a l l these previous re^^ults. 
Theorem D : I f J ^ j ^ i s a convex sequence such t h a t 
S ^ L < CO J and ( 8 . 2 . 2 ) ' h o l d s , then 2 ^ ^ ^n^^) i s 
n - . 
summable C,o(l f o r every oc > 1 . 
t f T § 1 
(8 .2 .3 ) I I l2S(u)ldu = © I t ( log ^ ) j- , .B > o, 
In 1947, s t a r t i n g "with the cond i t ion 
P
( )l   d  i 
o I t 
which reduces to the cond i t i on ( 8 . 2 . 2 ) i n the spec i a l case 
p = o, and O replaced by o, Cheng^^ obtained the fo l lowing 
re s u i t . 
Theorem E: Under the, cond i t i on ( 8 . 2 . 3 ) , the s e r i e s 
2 ^ ^ ^ ^ , e > o, a t t = X, i s summable lc,o(l 
f o r o( > 1 . 
Recent ly Dikshi t^^ obtained an ex tens ion of t he above 
Theorem El of Cheng(and hence of Theorem D of P a t i ) i n the 
1) P a t i , T. m i 
2) Cheng, M.T. [ S"] 
3) Dikshi t , GJ). [ W ] . 
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form of the f o l l o w i n g theorem. 
Theorem F : I f i s a convex sequence such t h a t 
CO ^ 
the s e r i e s 2: —H- i s conve rgen t , then the s e r i e s 
I n 
I , a t t = X, i s summable C,c<| f o r o( > 1 , 
( l o g n+l)P 
provided t h a t ( 8 . 2 . 3 ) h o l d s . 
I t i s well-knov/n t h a t summabi l i ty 1 C,o(l , o< > 1 does 
no t n e c e s s a r i l y imply summabil i ty 1 G , l | . N a t u r a l l y , 
t h e r e f o r e q u e s t i o n a r i s e s whether theorem D of P a t i can be 
g e n e r a l i z e d by r e p l a c i n g the summabil i ty tc,c<| by the 
summabil i ty I C,l l . 
I n 1941, Chow^^ had proved t h a t i f j ^ i s a convex 
sequence such t h a t E — ^ L < oo then X An ( t ) i s 
n 
smmable | C, l l a lmost eve rywhere . But the s e t of p o i n t s 
involved i n Chow's theorem i s the s e t of p o i n t s a t which 
n 
( 8 . 2 . 4 ) 2. 
v=o 
Sv(x) - f ( x ) = o( n ) , n oo , 
and i t i s known t h a t ( 8 . 2 . 2 ) does no t n e c e s s a r i l y imply 
( 8 . 2 . 4 ) when the f u n c t i o n f ( t ) i s j u s t i n t e g r a b l e i n the 
sense of Lebesgue^^. 
1) Chow, H.G. [ 7 ] 
2) Hardy, G.H. and L i t t l ewood , J .E ' . 
4 a 
i i / o 
Thus the following problem remained -unsolved. 
I f (8 .2 .2 ) ho lds , then ^^111 S ^ ^ A^Cx) be smmable 1G,I1 
f o r every (o r a t l e a s t some) convex sequence ^ 
^ < 
f o r 
which r — < oo ? 
n 
Cheng^^ has, however been able to prove the following 
r e s u l t . 
Theorem G. I f A^l be one of the sequences 
(8 ,2,5) -J: , ^ , , . , 
( log n)^"^ p"^^ N^+i T xl+e ^ 2 ( log n) 2 ( log log n) 
( log n)^ "^"Idog log n) . . . ( l o g log . . . log^^j^n ) 
1 
( log . . . log^n 
then Z Ajq Ajj(t) i s summable l c , l l a t every point t = x , 
a t which ( 8 . 2 . 2 ) h o l d s . 
2 ) 
This problem was very recen t ly solved by Wang who 
proved tha t the answer to the above problem i s i n the nega t ive . 
More p r e c i s e l y he proved the fol lowing theorem. 
, e> o, 
1) Cheng, M.T. [ f c ] 
2) Wang, S. [ 6 1 ] . 
i 
Theorem H. For o < C < i , there e x i s t s a Lebesgue 
in tegrab le even func t ion f ( t ) such t h a t t = o i s a 
Lebesgue po in t and the s e r i e s 
oo - 1 - e 
( log n) K (o) 
i s not summable 1 C,ll • 
Later on, i n another paper he^^ showed t h a t Theorem G 
n-c-svAi* 
of Cheng i s the best possiblej^in th@' sense tha t € cannot 
be replaced by zero . As a mat ter of f a c t he es tab l i shed 
the following r e s u l t . 
Theorem I . There e x i s t s a Lebesgue po in t t = x of f ( t ) 
such tha t the s e r i e s 
oo - 3 
2 ( log n) 2 A (x) i s not summable | C, l | , 
n=2 
In an e f f o r t t o solve the above problem, e a r l i e r i n 
2) 
1963, Pa t i ^ obtained a necessary and s u f f i c i e n t condi t ion 
f o r the summability 1 C, l | of S ^ ^ ( t ) a t a point t = x , 
a t which (8 .2 .2 ) i s s a t i s f i e d and „ being assumed to be 
a convex sequence such tha t r, £L < oo , j j i s r e s u l t n i s as fol lows : 
Theorem J . I f J / ^ j be a convex sequence such t h a t 2 < oo 
then a necessary and s u f f i c i e n t condi t ion t h a t 2 ^^(x) 
1) Wang, S. [63] 
2) P a t i , T. [ 4 S ] . 
be summable | c , l l v?henever (8 .2 .2) holds i s that 
(8 .2 .5) I Sn(x) - f (x) 1 < oo . 
n " 
I t may be observed that Theorem J i s d i r e c t l y concerned 
With Theorem D. Since Theorem F includes- as a special case, 
Theorem D of Pa t i , "we are led to enquire whether i t i s 
possible to f ind addit ional r e s t r i c t i o n so as to ensure the 
summability 1 C,ll i n place of summability lc,o(| , o( > l in 
the theorem of Diksh i t . With t h i s in view we prove the 
following theorem. I t may be remarked, tha t our theorem 
includes, as a special case the above theorem of P a t i , 
THEOREM. I f i s a convex sequence such tha t ~ < o®, 
then a nece ssary and s u f f i c i e n t condition f o r the serie s 
2 ^^ „ A (x) to be summable |C, l l whenever (8 .2 ,3) 
(log(n+l))P n """ 
holds, i s 
1 S„(x) - f ( x ) | <00 p > o . 
n / l o g ( n + l ) ] P " 
2 
8 .3 ¥e require the following lemmas f o r the proof 
of our theorem. 
1) 1 ^ \ LEMMA 1 . If Kn(t) = ± 2 v / y cos Vt then we have 
n v=l 
1) Pa t i , T. Ms] . 
t-J O-t 
(8 .3 .1 ) K n ( t ) = 0 ( i V + 0 ( n > n ) , 
and 
( 8 . 3 . 2 ) KJit) = 0 ( ^ ) + 0 ( 4 ^ ) + 0 ( — ^ ) n n n ntS 
where ^ ^ v) i S a convex sequence such that S ^ < oo , 
LEMMA 2^1 IXl-^n} ^ ^ convex sequence such tha t 2 ^ < , 
then [ ^n} J non-increasing sequence tending to zero with 
n and 
(8 .3 .3 ) log n = 0(1) 
oo 
(8 .3 .4 ) E log(m-l) > n = 0 ( 1 ) . 
n=l 
2) 
LEMMA 3 . Under the condition (8 .2 .3 ) we have 
(8 .3 .5 ) I L ^ I L L d t = O ( d o g n)^^^), p > o 
1/n ^ 
and 
TT l0 ( t ) l ^ B 
(8 .3 .6) J — d t = 0 (n ( log n)"^). 
1/n t'^ 
1) See Chow, H.C. [ 7 ] f o r the f i r s t p a r t and P a t i , 
f o r the second. For a general r e s u l t see Mazhar, S.M. [2>8]. 
2) For the f i r s t pa r t see Singh, N. [So] , The proof of second 
pa r t i s easy and hence omitted. 
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8 .4 PROOF OF THE THEOREM . 
Suf f ic iency : In order to prove the s u f f i c i e n c y pa r t 
of the theorem we assume tha t 
S ^ 1 S^Cx) - f ( x ) 1 < oo , 
n l logCrH-Dj ^ 
L \ ^ ^ ^ J 
and show that 2 2 — i g smmable 1 C,ll 
( l o g C n + D J P 
Now we prove tha t 2 -ZLL-^E^^L- i s summable l c , l l 
l o g ( KH-D] ^ 
i t i s s u f f i c i e n t to show that 2 1 1 C7^(x) 1 < «> , where 
) - 1 ^ V ^ ) 
) 
_ 1 n 
l o g ( v + 1 ) P 
IT 
n v = l l o g ( v + l ) 
- J iz5(t) cos vt d t IT « 
ir 
=: I i J 0 ( t ) 
^ n n 
n 
v=l 
V COS vt 
The r e f o r e , 
l o g ( v + 1 ) p 
d t . 
oo 
i I ^ n ( ^ ) 1 
OO 
= ^ 2 I J e5(t) 
n V cos vt 
IT ~ n=l n'= v = l l^ log ( v + l ) j r 
d t I 
oo IT 
( 8 ^ , 1 ) = I 1 1 f 0 ( t ) T^(t ) d t i , 
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where 
n V ^v cos vt 
V t ) = i S r — 
" n v=l j"log(v+lH P 
Applying Abel 's transformation we have 
n-1 
Tn( t ) = i 2 V Kyi t ) A 
n v^l 
— 
log (v+1) > + K„(t) 1 log(n+l ) j 
-P 





2 i I < K 2 - i 
n=l ^ 
n-1 T -6 
J £5(t) S vKv(t)dtZi log(v+l) 1 
o v=l 
+ K 2 i l l lZ5(t) Kn(t)dt {log (n+1) • ^ | 
n=l n o ^ 








1 1 f6(t) K^(t)dt ^log (n+l)J 1 
+ ! I 
o 1 
n 
< 2 2,1 + 2 
oo 
^'2,1 < 





n=l n log (n+1) -P 





+ K 2 
n{log(n+l) ]P ° n v- A /^v ) 
n=l n(log (n f l ) jP 
1 
f 1 0(t) l dt 
o 
122 









P j < K Z 
11=1 
cx> 
n > n 
n=l ; n l o g ( i i H ) P » L" 
A - <K , 
I [ logCn+l^ 
1' 1 r , IF 2 ^  . - - hog (n+D) 2 V A i 
CX5 
< K 2 v'^  A I 
v=l n = n 
cx> 










1 oo 2 — 
n=l n log( nf l )} F 
ir 
I J 0( t) K„(t) d t 
n 
m t ) i b d ) + 0 ( A £ ) 
1 ( n n 







< K 2 





M t ) \ d t 
oo 
+ K 2 >n 
TT 
• n=l P 1 
J^  I 0 ( t ) 1 d t 
n 
oo 
+ K 2 
IT 
J 
n=l n2|iog(n+l)}^ 1 
U ( t ) | n - 1 
— d t 2 
t v= l ^ 
oo 
+ K 2 
> n 






+ K 2 
oo ^ ir 
n=l n 
— T r I J i) ( t ) d t 1 
log(ntl)]P 1 
= Ml + Mg + M3 + M4 + M5, say, 
Now -- 2 00 
Mn i K 2 
and 
00 
Mi? ^  K 2 
n=l n2 | l og (n+ l ) j ? 
>n 





cx) 1 n-1 . 
<K 2 - - T 7 2 v A > ( iog(n+l ) \ 
n=l n^ j logCn^Dy v=l ^^ ^ 
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oo CO 
< K 2 V A 2 
v=l n=v 
CO 
< K 2 l o g ( v + l ) A)\v < K , by v i r t u e o f lemma 2 . 
"" v = l 
oo 
M^ < K 2 >n 
IT U ( t ) ! 




< K . 
and 
oo 
M. = K 2 . . „ ^ ^ ^ 1 J I6{t) D _ ( t ) d t 1 
^ n = l n f l o g ( n + l ) y 1 
I ' ^ 1 
~ -t n 
= K 2 
n = l n|^log(n+l))P 
( X - I ) f6it) D ^ ( t ) d t 
o o 
oo 
< K 2 1 J e!( t ) D „ ( t ) d t 1 
n [ l o g ( n + l ) j P o 
1 
n 
+ K 2 
n = l n 
J I J25(t) 1 Id ( t ) l d t n 
oo 
< K 2 I Sn(x) - f ( x ) | 
n=l n | l o g ( m - l ) J p 
Xn n ( l o g ( . ^ l ) y OO + K 2 
n = l 
l [ l o g ( n + l ) ) P 
< K, by v i r t u e of the h y p o t h e s i s . 
Thus 22 < K 
4 K ± O 'J 
Again oo 
= K 2 
n=l 
ir n - 1 r 1 "P 
J e i ( t ) v K ^ ( t ) ^ ( l o g ( v + l ) j d t 
oo ^ n - 1 2 ir - _ 
= K 2 K \ 2 ( I + J ) V K v ( t ) A { l o g ( v + l ) ] d t j 
n=l n v = l o 1 
V 
1 
oo T , n - 1 V ^ r 
Z i: I ^ ( t ) v Kv^Xt) A [ l o g ( v + l ) i d t 1 < K 
n=i n^ v = l o L 
+ K 
oo 1 n-1 ir P 
2 1 J 0 ( t ) V K^ ( t ) A | l o g ( v + l ) ) dt l 
Ni + say . 
We have 
oo n-1 V . , ^ n W-1 2 
N, < K 2 i - 2 r l)Z5(t)ldt v M 2 
n=l v = l o ^ ^ ' ' 
X A l o g ( v+1)^ 
oo n - 1 
< K 2 ( S 
"" n=l v = l 
r p - 1 v - 1 
oo 
1 
n - 1 V 
+ K 2 ( 2 J U ( t ) l d t 1 _ 
n=l n^ v=l o | l o g ( v + l ) ) P +1 
140 
oo 






+ K 2 




S u A w 2 
v=l v2 log(v+l) ^ = 1 ' n^ 
00 
+ K 2 
00 
r. 




+ K 2 
v=l (v+l ) log(v+l ) 
00 2 1 
M=1 ^ V = v3( log(v+l) ) 
+ K 
00 
< K 2 + K < K . 
AXsl 2 
l0g(^+l ) 
2 ^ I J 0 ( t ) v KvCt)dt A J l o g ( v + l ) ] 
n=l v=l 1 ^ 
-P 
subs t i t u t i ng the est imate of K^(t) we have 
1 I p i O i 
CO 1 . 
jj^ < K 2 2 C X l)Z5(t)ldt X 
2 n=l v=l 1 
X 
i- ^ ^ vt2 vt yu=l ^ 
^llogCv+D^] 
+ Yi 2 ~ 2 [ v P l v l r (Z5(t)D ( t ) d t l A | l 0 g ( v + 1 ) ] 
n=l n^ 1 t 
CO 
< K i: 2 J 1 )ZS(t) 1 d t A log(v+l) 
n=l n^ v=l 1 
oo 
+ K 2 
V 
n-1 IT 
n=l n^ v=l 
2 J U ( t ) | d t > v A f l o g ( v + l ) 
= 1 1 ' i ^ 
-P 
oo ^ n -1 TT l)Z5(t)l ^ r 
+ K 2 — 2 r 
n=l n2 v=l 1 t2 
V 
A-fiogCv+D^ 
oo ^ n-1 IT I (ZJ( t)I v -1 
+ K 2 - 2 ^ ^ . n=l v=l 1 t 
d t ( 2 log(v+l ) TP 
CO n-1 
+ K 2 ^ 2 V ^ ^ A log(v+l ) 1 X )Z5(t)D^t)dtl 
n=l n'^  v=l i 
= 3 1 + 8 2 + 8 3 + 3 ^ + 3 5 , say. 
Now 
CO n-1 
Si < K 2 ^ rFTTi J  1 l6(.t) Idt 
11 J -i. <L' 





v=l v{log(y+i)\P+l n=v ° 
oo 
< K 2 
v=l v^ [logCv+l)}?"^^ 
and Sg < K Si < K . 
oo 1 n-1 TT 
3 n=l v=l 1 ^ 
< K 
^ ^ A ^ log(v+l ) ) 
-P dt 
< K 2 i - 2 v f l o g ( v + l ) } i l l ^ 
" n=l n2 v=l ^ V log(v+l) P^^ 
oo 
= K 2 7 1 2 — ^ v==l log(v+i) n=v+l n' 
oo 
K 2 
V=1 (v+l) log(v+l) 
< K . 
Similarly, 
oo 
S4 = K 2 
n=l 
T n-1 ir |e5(t)j 
-ig 2 J —r dt 
n^ v=l 1 ^ V 
1 v-1 
00 
< K . 2 
n-1 
- n=l n^ 
log( v+1) 
p+l v-1 
^ Q Q 
-IL J 
^ 1 U-X T V-X 
oo r - 1 oo ^ 
= K S i ( 2 M AW) 2 
V = : l V / A = l ^ n = v + l " 
oo T v - l < K X — J , ^ M 
oo oo , oo 
F i n a l l y 
00 1 n - 1 , i r 
= K S 
X 
S 1 f 
n = l v = l 1 
V 
1 
00 1 n - 1 V 
< K 2 Z J 
~ 11=1 v = l 0 
CO 1 n - 1 
+ K 2 — Z 
n = l n ^ v = l 
^ V [log(v+l)} 
p+1 
o v | l O g ( v + i r 
= + U25 say. 
Now 1 
00 T n - 1 V , , 
U l < K S 2 I N ( t ) l d t . 
N=:I V=1 o ' v^log(v+l) p+1 
«>0 1 n f > P 2 ^ 1 
^ ^ n i l t-s A -V • ' 
144 
= K 2 2 < K I ^ < K, 
n=l n^ v=l log(v+l) v=l v log(v+l ) 
and 00 T n-1 ^ \ , TT 
U p = K 2 ~2 Z I J l ^ I J £5(t)D^(t)dt| 2 v -1 o w ^ I 
00 1 n-1 \ 
= K 2 ~ 2 _ J 2 J L — „ 1 S^Cx) ^ f ( x ) | 
n=l n^ v=l [logCv+l)]?"^! 
\ 00 
^ l s „ U ) - f (x ) l i: 1 
00 
CO 
= K 2 Az 1 S ( X ) - f (x) l < K, by 
v=l vflogCv+DjP"^-^ 
by vir tue of the hypothes i s . 
Thus Ng = and hence = 0 ( 1 ) . 
Necessi ty : ¥e assume the hypothesis t ha t 
2 I < c)o , Now vie have to show tha t 
2 
n 
A n I s (X) - f (x ) l < 00 . 
logCnfl)}^ " 
Subs t i tu t ing the value of S^(x) - f ( x ) ^e have 
? - f ( x ) 1 = i B 1 F0(t)D^(t)itl 





. X i 
log(n+l)]P 
1 
f l iZi( t ) l |D^(t) ldt 
o 
oo -v IT 
+ s „ ! J 0 ( t ) D„(t)dt 1 
n=l n[log(rw-l)}P 1 
= + , say, 
Now 
< K E " 
log( rif l) P 
n=l n ( l o g ( w - l ) p 
oo 
= K ^ < K . 
n 
Therefore to prove the necess i ty par t of the theorem 





1 J )Z$(t)D„(t)dt 
riog(r^l)}P 1 " 
^ ^ n 
1 < K 
Nov by lemma 1 amd the i d e n t i t y , 
(log(n-fl)]^ T^Ct) = f i£ i iE t i iL^ v K v ( t ) A( log(v+l) fH.Kj^( t ) 
oo 
< K 2 
n=l n iog(n+l)]i 
IT 
1 J ie5(t) 
1 
n 
r log(n+l ) j Tn( t )d t 1 
+ K 2 
oo . log(n+l ) j^ ir 
^ — ^ J U ( t ) l X 
n=l n log(n+l ) )^ " 1 
n 
n-1 - , ^ 
X V 1 Kv(t)l ^ { l o g ( v + l ) j d t 
oo T ir 
+ K 2 :: . o J lj25Ct)l X 
n=l nflog(n+l)}^ 1 
n 
n n nt2 nt 
^SJ say. 
n=l n iog( n+1 P o 
n=l n(log(n+l)JP o 
= PT + P 1 , 1  say. 
By the re la t ion (8 .4 ,1) and the hypothesis, 
oo 
P, < K Z 1 I ( T M I < K , 
ij-"- ~ 1 n 
! 4 3 
and 
oo 
< K 2 1 1 2 , 1 - " n log (n+1) J n • ^ V=1 ^ log(v+l)}P 
CXJ 
= K 2 
\ ~ ( log(n+l )}P 
logCv+l) P n" 
oo 
< K r 
V=1 { log(v+l ) ]^ 
1 oo I, 
• — ^ — 
^mtmm m\ i w — 0 
n=l n [ log(n+l ) )P 
l o g (n+1)]^ ir 




X V V Ik ( t ) | d t ^ / l o g ( v + l V P 
oo n-1 ir 
< 2 
n=l n2 v=l 1 
n 
2 J U ( t ) l v l Kv(t) dt 
T n-1 V IT , . . T 
= S 2 ( X + J ) U ( t ) | |K^(t)l i 




< 2 F u c t ) ! iK^Ct)! 
oo 
n=l n2 v=l | i o g ( v + l ) J P + l 
d t 
oo n -1 
+ 2 1 2 
n=l n^ v=l 
J 1 )Z5(t)l I V t ) r ^ B + 1 d t 
= + Xg, say. 
144 
Now 1 
oo n - 1 V , 
Xn < K Z i p 2 r l 0 ( t ) l d t 
n=l v=l o 
<K V 1 1 (lOg(VH-l)}P 
+ K I 
n-1 ^ {logCv+l)V ^ r - 1 g 
CO o o 
K 1 ^ 2 1 
v=l log(v+l) n=v+l n"^  
oo v - 1 p oo 
+ K I — 5 ± 2 /M 2 
v=l log(v+l) n=v+l n2 
oo v-1 




< K + K 2^ < K. 
oo T n-1 ir 
X2 < K 2 ^ 2 X l)ei(t)ldt 
n=l n'^  v=l 1 
V 
1 ^ ^ + A l -
log(v+l) P+l l^ V vt2 
Vt J 
oo , n-1 , 
< K 2 - L . 2 I U ( t ) l d t 
" n=l rP 1 
V 
i o g ( v + i ) y +1 
145 -IL 
oo Jirl ir y 
+ K 2: - i - J l 0 ( t ) | d t 
n=l v=l 1 V log(v+l)P+l 
1 n-1 IT l 0 ( t ) | ^ ^ 
+ K X 2 J d t CZ 
n=l n^ v=l V log (v+1) P+1 
V 
00 D"! V 1 
+ K I J:^ i: J l 0 ( t ) l | D „ ( t ) | d t 
n=l n2 v=l 2 l o g ( v f l ) P + l 
CO n-1 Tf l0(t) |: . T v-1 ^ 
-f K 2 -±5 2 J — d t i — 2 
= J i J2 + J 3 + say. 
I t i s obvious t h a t Jg = 0 ( 1 ) 
CO 
J , = 0 ( 1 ) 2 — — =cXi). 
v=l v2 log(v+l)P"^l 
Applying Lemma 3 vie have by v i r tue of the hypothesis 
1 n r l B ?v 
J 3 < K 2 2; V l o g ( v + i r 
n=l n^ v=l V log(vH-i)P+l 
00 \ 00 00 \ 
< K i; 2 - i — < K 2 — < K , 
v=l log(v+l) n=v n^ v=l v l o g ( v + l ) 
11 J 
Again, 
oo , n-1 Tf , ^ 1 
^ n=l n2 1 ^ log (v+ l ) ^ 
oo n-1 IT U ( t ) l ^ 
< K 2 1 2 J — d t ^ 
"" n=l v=:l 1 t 
V 
oo T n-1 
< K S i s 2 
n=l v=l 
oo n-1 oo oo 
n=l v=l v=l n=v+l n^ 
CXJ \ 
<K 2 < K. 
- V=1 V 
Next 
1 n-1 p ip+1 1 v-1 
^ n=l n2 v=l ^ ^ ^ ^ 
00 - v - l 00 
< K S ^ 2 2 v = l V n2 
00 v - l 
< K 2 ^ 2 yM A Xy^ 
00 
< K 2 a V a < K'. 






n=l n log(n+l)P l 
n 
J U ( t ) l d t X 
^ 1 - i r ^ 4-
^ n ^ 
n - l 
n t v=l 
I V A > v J 
oo IT 
= K r, I U ( t ) | d t 
oo 
















+ K 2 
n- l . tr !(Zf(t)! 




=0(1) r oo 
oo 
+ 0 ( 1 ) E 
n=l , ? | i og (n+ l^P n=l n{log(m-l^P 
oo oo 
n=l n n=l n' ,2 v=l 
oo 
= 0 ( 1 ) + 0 ( 2 log(v+l) a} ) = 0 ( 1 ) , 
V=1 
by v i r t ue of lemma 2 and the hypothes i s . 
This completes the proof of the tbeoiem. 
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